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1 Background and Introduction  

Aalborg University Copenhagen (AAU) & University of Southern Denmark (SDU) were from 2017-

2021 part of an EU Baltic Sea Region Research & Innovation Project called ECOPRODIGI1 as well as 

it’s continuation EXOPRODIGI. The two universities were particularly engaged in 2 out of the 5 work 

packages where they fulfilled a work package leadership role and also conducted 3 case studies of 

digital technologies for 3 Danish Shipping Companies in collaboration with technology partners and 

industry associations. This report is a summary of project cases which project partners completed 

during the project period and explains aim, content, results and lessons learned from the cases. As 

part of the ECOPRODIGI and EXOPRODIGI projects, in total 20+ partners were formally involved as 

full partners in the project and additional organizations where associate partners. 10+ partners were 

also engaged in the DK shipping company cases led by SDU and AAU. 

The report contains the following sections:  

 Introduction to the Maritime Industry in the Baltic Sea Region as well as EU and the definition 

and role of digitalization and Eco-efficiency in the future 

 Introduction to the applied ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI Framework for Digital & Eco-Efficient 

Processes in Shipping 

 Summary of activities and outcomes for each of the 3 technology cases where DK shipping 

companies were in scope 

 Cross case analysis and reflections on lessons learned from the 3 cases 

 Conclusion and recommendations for further research and innovation 

The two technology cases which researchers were engaged in have had the following focus: 

 Digital Performance Monitoring of Vessel Operations (Island Ferries of Denmark) 

 Digital Performance Monitoring of Vessel Operations with an emphasis on Engine Condition 

Monitoring (Lauritzen Kosan / BW Epic Kosan) 

 Digital, Integrated and Optimized Cargo Stowage and Operations (DFDS) 

The cases have covered development and testing of a set of different digital technologies. For each 

of the cases, work has initially been done understanding current state of operations as basis for 

prioritization of effort and subsequent work on prototype development, test and impact assessment 

for digital technologies in scope. The 3 cases vary significantly with regards to scope and complexity 

– and when it comes to both technical and organizational challenges – the project partners have thus 

had a variety of challenges to address across the 4 years. The 3 cases have progressed positively but 

also differently with respect to delivering solutions able to meet the eco-efficiency benefits targeted 

at the outset. The cases have had some, but not full overlap regarding scientific and vendor and 

expert resources dedicated / allocated to case tasks across the 4 years.  

During the project period, particularly early 2020, the world as well as the Baltic Sea Region, was 

exposed to the spreading and presence of the COVID19 virus. This has had visible impact on the 

possibility of researchers, industry partners and shipping companies to work closely together to 

accomplish project deliverables. For long periods of 2020 and 2021, access to ships and ports was 

not feasible due to restrictions, which has impacted ability of partners to progress, test and validate 

                                                           

1 https://ecoprodigi.eu/  

https://ecoprodigi.eu/
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developed prototype technologies. Several shipping companies and technology vendors were also 

busy accommodating to changed market and regulatory conditions during the last part of the 

project, which also has slowed down implementation efforts for some of the technologies in scope. 

In addition, there was limited options for conducting ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project partner 

meetings and workshops due to restrictions on travels and social gathering in Europe. Despite these 

obstacles, the AAU / SDU researcher team and many partners perceive that they have done what was 

possible to make the original project deliverables, though with some delay in reporting and result 

creation compared to original plans. 

First version of this industry case report is to be published May 2022, but more upgraded versions 

of it can be expected in the future. The report can preferably be reviewed and read in combination 

with two other published reports from the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project, the reports: Maritime 

industry processes in the Baltic Sea Region: “Synthesis of eco-inefficiencies and the potential of 

digital technologies for solving them” (Aro et al., 2020) and “Maritime in the 21st century: 2000-2030” 

(Spaniol et al., 2020). It also complements additional published materials (videos, story maps etc.) 

available on the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI website. Target audience of the report are industry 

professionals, academics, students, industry associations and policy makers in the maritime sector of 

the Baltic Sea Region and EU. 
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2 The ECOPRODIGI framework for ECO-efficient Shipping via 
Digitalization of Processes 

Shipping is a vital element in European trade and logistics and is considered one of the most 

economic and environmentally friendly modes of transport for both vehicles, cargo and passengers 

compared to other modes of transport as for example transport by airline, road and rail 

transportation. EU and particularly the Baltic Sea Region, is considered a front rummer in the global 

maritime industry with dominant industry players in the form of ship owners, operators, ports and 

technology vendors and with an emphasis on innovation contributing to making the global maritime 

industry more digital, efficient and not at least sustainable. Sustainable shipping has been on the 

agenda of EU and IMO for many years now, and over the last decade a lot of different regulatory 

actions / measures have been implemented which has put pressure on the maritime industry to 

become more energy and eco-efficient. Examples are implementation of EEDI (2015), SEEMP (2015), 

SECA Areas (2015), MRV (2017), DCS (2018), Global Sulphur Cap (2020) etc. EU and IMO in 2021 

announced ambitious targets and further regulatory actions for further decarbonization of the 

maritime industry as the EXXI, CII Index, Carbon taxation, emission trade systems etc.  

The Shipping industry is accountable for an estimated 3% of the global GHG emissions, equivalent 

to app. 1 billion tons of CO2 according to the 4th GHG study for Shipping2, not even including for 

example emissions from mobile equipment etc. in ports. EU's FIT for 55 plan, which was presented 

by the EU commission in 2021, has also raised the ambition for reducing total greenhouse gas 

emissions to at least 55% by 2030 compared to 1990 level, and includes the ambition for EU to be 

the world’s first climate neutral continent by 2050. Decarbonization of the maritime industry, is 

considered a vital element in reaching the European objectives. IMO has in additional set targets for 

reducing the carbon intensity of ships (CII) with 40% by 2030 compared to 2008 levels and with 70% 

by 2050, and eventually total emissions from the whole sector should be reduced with 50% by 2050.  

This report presents results of industry technology which were originally done as part of the 

ECOPRODIGI/EXOPRODIGI project aiming at making the Baltic Sea Region and EU maritime industry 

more eco-efficient via digitalization of processes and development of regulatory as well as policy 

recommendations. For a more formal explanation of the term Eco-Efficiency, the authors of the 

report rely of a definition of Eco-Efficiency proposed by Ehrenfeld (2005) several decades back: 

“Eco-efficiency has been proposed as one of the main tools to promote a transformation from 

unsustainable development to one of sustainable development. It is based on the concept of creating 

more goods and services while using fewer resources and creating less waste and pollution. It is 

measured as the ratio between the (added) value of what has been produced (e.g. GDP) and the (added) 

environment impacts of the product or service (e.g. C02 emissions)…Ergo the term has become 

synonymous with a management philosophy geared towards sustainability, combining ecological and 

economic efficiency”. 

A key assumption behind ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI has been that digitalization can act as an 

enabler of eco-efficiency be making maritime operations and processes more resource and energy 

                                                           

2 A summary of results from the 4th Greenhouse Gas Study is available at: 
https://wwwcdn.imo.org/localresources/en/OurWork/Environment/Documents/Fourth%20IMO%20GHG%20Study%2
02020%20Executive-Summary.pdf  

https://wwwcdn.imo.org/localresources/en/OurWork/Environment/Documents/Fourth%20IMO%20GHG%20Study%202020%20Executive-Summary.pdf
https://wwwcdn.imo.org/localresources/en/OurWork/Environment/Documents/Fourth%20IMO%20GHG%20Study%202020%20Executive-Summary.pdf
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efficient while at the same time creating value for the customers. A formal definition of the term 

digitalization is available in the dictionary of Merriam-Webster3 where it is defined as “The process 

of converting something to digital form”. In the context of ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI, then 

digitalization efforts are targeting the flow of information so text, numbers, images, sound are 

converted to digital formats via innovative technologies, particularly sensors, cameras, IOT 

equipment etc., which eventually forms basis for 1) integration and automation of work tasks (if 

preceded by standardization) as well as 2) use of computer processing and AI models (physical, 

mathematical, statistic economic models etc.) to produce recommendations for how to optimize 

operations and processes which can be applied by human decision makers.  

The ECOPRODIGI / EXOPORODIGI efforts are very much based on the assumption that emergent 

technologies, also the ongoing invention of new digital technologies (as IOT, AI, Machine Learning 

etc.), will continue to play an important role in transforming the maritime industry in the coming 

years and decades, as they already have done since 1970s. However, in line with the Gartner Hype 

cycle, 4 we warn against unrealistically high expectations for their impact in the short term, as we are 

convinced that the maritime industry for many good reasons will need time to adopt and gain value 

from implementation efforts, se Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1.  The Gartner® hype cycle for emerging technologies. 

 

Aim of the research and innovation effort in ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI has thus not been to 

investigate if technologies are useful or not for the industry, but more to explore how companies can 

implement digitalization in operational processes to realize improvements in Eco-efficiency. For this 

purpose, action research or design science methods, have been applied in combination with case 

studies, where the researchers in collaboration with industry partners have done analytical studies as 

                                                           

3 Merriam Webster definition digitalization: The process of converting something to digital form (see link: 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/digitalization ) 

4 For further info about the Gartner® hype cycles, check the link: 
https://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/gartner-hype-cycle  

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/digitalization
https://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/gartner-hype-cycle
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well as co-created and implemented digital industrial solutions in the real world, while in parallel 

doing scientific research on problems addressed and practical solutions, models / methods and 

enabling factors for solving them.  Part of the ambition of the project, was among others, to explore 

how the combination of investments in appropriate technology, training and building of human skills 

and a strong team and project organization, can enable development of competitive eco-efficient 

processes for the businesses investing in the digital technologies, see Figure 2 

 

 

Figure 2.  For business processes to be competitive, organizations must invest in not only technologies but 

 also people. 

 

To guide project management and execution of the 3 industry and technology cases of ECOPRODIGI 

/ EXOPRODIGI, the researchers developed and applied a simple ECOPRODIGI framework for 

digitalization projects, which would cover key aspects and to be dealt with for projects aiming at 

making a specific set of shipping processes digital and eco-efficient. The framework consists of the 

following components: 

1. An improvement project method for managing phases and progress of efforts  

2. Methods to ensure that key stakeholders are engaged in improvement work 

3. A shipping data value chain and digitalization journey model 

4. A set of KPIs for efficient and eco / environmentally friendly shipping 

5. Methods for assessing the eco-impact of ship operations and cargo logistics 

6. Methods for assessing ROI of investments in digital solutions 

The different elements of the framework will be explained shortly below. The first element of the 

framework consists of a proposed improvement project model with phases and steps inspired by 

Kaizen / PDCA methods for the discipline of Lean -Six Sigma. The researchers proposed a model 

consisting of the following steps, see Figure 3.  
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Figure 3.  The ECOPRODGI improvement project model. 

 

Across the 3 cases, the project partners attempted to plan and execute their analysis, solution design, 

implementation, test and validation tasks based on the above illustrated model to make sure 

innovation work was done also with a robust scientific method for problem solving. The second 

element in the Framework was the ongoing involvement of relevant managers, staff and crew - both 

in offices, ports and onboard vessels – in the different project phases and tasks. Engagement of key 

stakeholders was critical, bot to improve quality of work results, but also to create a positive attitude 

among key stakeholders towards implementation of piloted solutions into future daily business 

processes. The third element of the framework was to describe a digital value chain for projects 

aiming at digitalizing either ship or cargo (port) operations., see Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4.  The Digital Value Chain for Ship and Cargo Operations. 
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The digital value chain model illustrates that multiple aspects are to be dealt with for a project to 

deliver impact on practice. A cross disciplinary team of electrical engineers, data science and 

digitalization experts must work together with industry professionals on a a set of interdependent 

tasks to accomplish project objectives. Challenges to be addressed in such project include both data 

capture, connectivity, data storage, data cleansing and analysis, data modelling and visualization, 

decision support tool development, systems integration etc. to use of digital tools as part of daily 

operations, if a shipping company or port is to reap the full benefits of digitalization projects.  

The fourth element was a generic set of performance metrics or key performance indicators (KPIs) 

identified as being relevant for maritime digitalization projects. The outset for determination of 

relevant metrics, was the gross list of Sustainable Development Goals, see Figure 5 

 

 

Figure 5.  The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

 

These goals were prioritized and broken down into more detailed metrics of relevance for the 

maritime domain and Eco-efficiency. It was chosen to focus particularly on the impact of ships (and 

port operations) on the environment where different polluting substances can be considered, as for 

example air emissions of various kind (NOx, SOx, PM, CO2 etc) and substances impacting ocean and 

water quality, see Figure 6 for examples on this.  
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Figure 6.  Ships and their environmental impact on air, oceans etc. 

 

For the 3 DK industry cases, the emphasis was particularly on the CO2 and Greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions. 

The fifth element of the methodology was to consider observable key cost drivers of digitalization 

projects. This lead the team of researchers to identify a gross list of cost drivers for such projects, 

and a proposed list of these is visible in figure Figure 7.  

The sixth element and final element of the proposed ECOPRODIGI framework would include applying 

well established methods for estimating the business case of a digitalization and improvement 

project, thus also covering aspects of pay back calculations and ROI estimates, see Figure 8 outlining 

simple principles for such a calculation as well as Figure 9indicating categories of attractiveness for 

investment proposals.  
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 Figure 7. Potential cost elements of digitalization projects. 

 

 

Figure 8.  Formula based on simple principles for Pay Back calculations.  
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Figure 9.  Examples of ranking of different investment proposals based on pay back calculation results in 

 years. 
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3 Technology Case 1a – Island Ferries – Digital vessel performance 
monitoring 

The first technology case of ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI concerns digital performance monitoring 

of small Island Ferries. The case has been done as a collaboration between AAU, SDU, The Island 

Ferry Association, Danish Maritime and selected vendors of digital and automation solutions. The 

Island Ferry associate is formed by 18 municipalities owning and operating approximately 25 ferries 

to small Danish Islands, see Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10.  Map of municipalities with Island Ferry routes. 

 

 Description of the case company and scope 

The Island Ferries connect the Danish mainland to small islands of political importance, and their 

operations are supported financially by municipalities and government in contrast to other Danish 

ferry companies, which are mainly privately owned and operates on a commercial basis (such as, 

MolsLinien, Ærø ferries and Scandlines). The project is coped to work with 3-4 of the 25 ferries. An 

overview of the routes and ships in focus is presented in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11.  Ferries and routes in the project. 

 

The routes for the four sample ferries generally have a short transit time, for example, from 25 to 65 

minutes, which means that the ferries a significant amount of their time are in ports even though 

cargo operations can be executed quickly. A more detailed overview of the four sample routes 

(Sejerø, Femø, Orø and Skarø / Drejø) is presented in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1.  Details on Ferries of the 4 routes in scope for the project. 

 

The four ferries which were included in the study are between 15 and 22 years of age and are either 

single- or double-ended ferries with diesel engines running mainly on marine gas oil (MGO) due to 

Sulphur Emission Control Area’s (SECA) regulation, and all except one ferry also have auxiliary 

Basic info Sejerø Femø Orø Skarø / Drejø

Year 1998 1996 2003 1997

Route 12 nm 9 nm 4 nm 11nm

Sailing time 65 min. 50 min. 25 min. 30+45 min. 

Av. Speed 10,7 knots 9,7 knots 8,3 knots 8,8 knots

Type/Design Single ended Single ended Double ended Single ended

Length & Breadth 48,5 m & 11,5 m 36,2 & 11 m 41,88 m & 9,3 m 35,0m & 9,7m

Draft 2,9 m 2,2 m 2 m 3,2m

Carrying capacity 136 t/245 passengers/36 cars 98/60 passengers/18 cars 110 t/98 people/19 cars 98 passenger / 10 cars

Main engine 2 diesel engines x 700 kW 2 x 300 kW 2 scania engines x max 373 kW 2 x 335kW

Aux Engine 2 engines x 370 kW 1 x 243 kW & 1 x 66 kW shaft generator 100 kW

Propulsion 2 Bow thrusters & 2 azimuth 200 kW 2 Pitch propellers & 2 Bow thrusters 2 aximuth propellers Fixed propeller, bow thruster

Maintenance every 2nd year every 2nd year every year Continously, from ashore

Ballast water 60 t (?) fore none 8 t x 2 (for and aft), but empty none

Crew 4 teams x 2 nav.&1 mar. eng.&1deck's  4 teams x 2 navigators 4 teams x 2 navigators 4 teams x 2 navigators

Departures per day 5 summer/3 winter 7 11 4 or 5

Shore power night/long stay night/long stay night/long stay night

Seemp no no no no
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engines (it had a shaft generator instead). The ferries operate with limited vehicle and passenger 

carrying capacity (the largest ferry can carry up to 136 tons, 245 passengers or 36 cars). The ferries 

generally have instruments and monitors at the bridge and/or in the engine room, enabling the crew 

to operate the ferry safely in line with regulations. 

The ferry routes of the Island Ferry Association are owned and operated by local municipalities. The 

ferry routes do not operate in competitive markets; instead, they receive both municipal and 

government support to remain economically and financially sustainable non-profit entities. As a 

guiding principle, the ferry routes generate a third of the revenue from tickets sales, another third 

from municipality support and the last third from government funding. The ferries’ main objective is 

politically determined: to deliver regular transportation services to islanders situated on small islands 

around Denmark, which would likely be uninhabited if such services were not provided. For the Island 

Ferry routes, the main goal of the project was to implement digitalization and achieve greener ferry 

operations with less emissions, where fuel and cost savings was considered the secondary benefit. 

 

 Applied research / innovation methods 

The applied methodology for the research and innovation work have included the following activities: 

 Scoping and prioritization of work efforts during execution of project phases (2018-2020) 

 Analysis of current state of operations, digitalization and eco-efficiency via sample studies 

(2018) 

 Development of end2end solutions for digital performance monitoring for 3 sample routes / 

ferries (2019-2020) 

 Implementation and testing of solutions onboard ferries and onshore (2020-2021) 

 Evaluation of eco-efficiency impact and ROI (2020-2021) 

The tasks were accomplished by a team of researchers and students from Aalborg University (AAU), 

University of Southern Denmark (SDU) and experts from Danish Maritime and selected technology 

vendors (AutomationLab and Ange Analytics), local technicians and consultants (Hans Otto 

Kristensen, Søren Vinther Hansen, Bjarne Ross Pedersen) in collaboration with Ferry route staff / crew. 

Work on electronics and software development was done iteratively using Agile / Scrum methods 

also documenting part of solutions in Github etc. 

 

 Current State and the most critical eco-inefficiencies 

From the summer of 2018 to spring of 2019, a set of pre visits and studies of the four ferry routes 

were conducted to investigate the current state of operational modes, processes, systems and eco-

efficiency performance with the aim of assessing need for digital performance monitoring and 

improvement potential for the ferries. The visits disclosed that none of the ferries had a set-up for 

permanent logging and storage or voyage performance data, which could support analysis and 

decision making onboard or onshore. It was thus also difficult for researchers, students and experts 

assessing the eco-efficiency improvement potential of the ferries. The ferries were however equipped 

with monitors/ instruments on the bridge enabling navigators with a real-time overview of critical 

operational parameters, such as: 
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 Vessel position (GPS) 

 Speed over ground (SOG)  

 Engine revolutions per minute (RPM), power (KW), temperatures (Celsius) etc. for engines 

 Fuel consumption (at least of the main engine) for 3 out of 4 ferries 

 Water depth (m) via Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)  

 Wind direction (Degrees) and speed (Knots) 

 Depth/under keel clearance via eco-sounder on 2 out of 4 ferries 

Only few or none of the ferries were able to monitor real-time other parameters, such as speed 

through water (STW), trim, auxiliary engine and shaft generator RPM and power, accommodation 

consumption, exhaust gas and engine room temperatures etc. Bunker fuel consumption was typically 

logged weekly through manual tank readings or by summing up bills from bunker purchases forming 

basis for calculating the ratio of fuel consumption vs nautical miles sailed. To assess the improvement 

potential for digitalization and optimized navigational / operational practices, it was thus decided to 

set up sample data collection for a limited set of voyages for the four routes using on purpose built 

instruments, see for example pictures from the Sejerø ferry in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12.  Setting up data logging equipment for sample studies at the Sejerø Ferry Autumn 2018. 

 

Based on data gathered across ferries, the researchers were able to obtain an approximate indication 

of the improvement opportunities by looking into the following aspects based on a methodological 

framework developed by SDU researchers in a previous study (Eriksen et al., 2018): 

 Typical routes, operational modes and profile of vessel operations for voyages sailed 

 Time (min) and energy (kWh) spent across different modes of operations (harbor, 

maneuvering, sea passage) 

 Energy production and consumption for each specific operational characteristic, such as 

machinery, equipment and sailing/service purposes. 
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Visits and analysis of sample data provided the following observations across the ferry routes: 

 Operational modes of maneuvering and sea passage account for the largest share of the 

energy consumption. Harbor mode consumption depends on length of the port tay or 

overnight consumption, which also often is supplied via a shore power connection. For 

example, the Sejerø ferry had an energy consumption on app. 100 liters of MGO for the sea 

passage, 3-5 liters for maneuvering and 10-40 liters for the port stay. The port stay 

consumption depended on the length and whether there was shore power instead of the 

auxiliary engine running).  

 During sea passage, the main engine produces power for vessel propulsion. The auxiliary 

engine typically generates power for “consumers” as bow thrusters, pumps etc. onboard and 

the accommodation (hotel load). At one ferry, an oil-fired boiler was also used for heating 

the accommodations, ventilating the kitchen etc. However, one ferry used a shaft generator 

instead of auxiliary engines. 

 Carrying capacity, engine and propulsion power of the ferries are dimensioned to handle 

peak load periods during weekends and summer, however for the rest of the week or year it 

might be an option to commission smaller and newer ferries to the routes in the future to 

save energy. 

The visits also highlighted multiple options for operating the ferries in a more fuel and energy 

efficient manner. Route leaders and crew pointed towards the following actions with potential 

impact: 

 Replan of sailing routes to avoid shallow waters 

 Adjust vessel speed depending on water depth during transits 

 Adjust vessel speed depending on wind and wave direction and speed 

 Eliminate permanent (over)use of ballast water 

 Operate with optimal draft/trim without compromising passenger comfort 

 Make smoother turns with vessels during sea passage and port maneuvering 

 Port maneuvering without use of bow thrusters but not compromising safety/ collision 

avoidance 

 Shut down equipment not in use 

 Optimize distribution of workload between fore and aft propeller for double-ender ferries 

 Optimize on hull/propeller cleaning 

 Adjust temperatures in engine room to increase ventilation for turbo charger 

 Adjust schedules and transit time without compromising service frequency 

 Increase use of shore power in port to reduce emissions and noise from operations 

Sample studies, included a few sea trailers to validate the potential of such actions being 

implemented, as for example:  

 A sea trial for the Sejerø route revealed that main engine fuel consumption can be reduced 

by 5% by sailing a slightly longer route on deeper waters despite speed increase to make 

same transit time. 

 Sea trials for the Orø ferry revealed that fuel consumption there might be up to 10-15% 

improvement potential in optimizing the push/pull distribution of workload for the aft/fore 

thrusters compared to less optimal settings (daily operations was however not only with less 

optimal settings). 
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Based on the sample visits and studies, the project partners concluded that the would be a significant 

potential for reducing fuel consumption and emissions of Island Ferries in Denmark with perhaps up 

to 20% for specific routes compared with the 2018 baseline performance which would be feasible to 

achieve via implementation of digital technologies for vessel performance monitoring and 

continuous optimization of daily operational practices. 

 

 Digital solutions developed and pilot testing 

From spring of 2019 until end of 2021, the project team developed and implemented 2 (overlapping) 

sets of end2end solutions for digital performance monitoring for 3 of the ferry routes. An end2end 

solution ws design so it would function for smaller ferries operating in coastal zones in general, 

though it would always have to be configured to specific needs of every ferry. The realized end2end 

digital vessel performance monitoring solution consisted of the following components 

 Sensors and devices providing real time measurements of operational parameters from the 

vessels 

 Data loggers for auto-logging, i.e. high-frequency data logging (>1 HZ) and onboard storage 

of data from bridge, engine and fuel monitoring systems.  

 Connectivity via local internet and 4G connectivity 

 Onshore cloud-based storage of voyage data in data warehouse or database (MS Azure)  

 Import of weather data sources to cross-validate data quality when possible. 

 Configuration of an SDU open-source vessel performance monitoring software platform (first 

running as local solution, next in the cloud) with possibility for export of data, and pre-

developed user interfaces and visualizations enabling analysis of vessel operations and 

identification of optimal operational practices 

 

3.4.1 Sensors and equipment for data capture 

All ferries faced the challenge of missing one or more measurements of relevance for digital 

performance monitoring, and across ferries it was necessary to install additional sensors and 

equipment onboard. For example, for the Skarø-Drejø ferry, new fuel flowmeters were installed to 

measure consumption of engines see Figure 13.  Flowmeter installed at the Højestene Ferry, 

and at the Orø ferry, a Canbus reader was installed to monitor engine data (RPM, fuel consumption 

etc.) and an anemometer was installed to measure wind speed, direction etc. At the Sejerø ferry, it 

was necessary to build a bespoke device which could convert analog pulses from the flowmeter into 

digital signals and fuel consumptions measurements, see Figure 14.   
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Figure 13.  Flowmeter installed at the Højestene Ferry. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Device built for the Sejerø ferry to count pulses from the pulse flowmeter and convert them t o 

 digital format transmitted to the datalogger. 

 

Across bridge, engine and fuel systems, the team in addition, worked on making scrips that would 

be able to read different data formats and data channels for every vessel, where there was some, but 

still limited standardized (data formats as NMEA0183, NMEA2000, Canbus, Modbus RS-485, P-net 

etc. was read from systems). 

 

3.4.2 IOT based data loggers and Connectivity 

Data loggers able to log and store data onboard for a limited amount of time, were built and installed 

to enable high-frequency data logging (1 HZ) of up to 50-100 channels of data from bridge, engine 

and fuel systems. Two sets of data loggers were built and installed: One type for the Skarø / Drejø 

ferry (Siemens based), and a second type for the Orø and Sejerø ferries. The latter solution was 

developed to serve not only needs of the Island Ferries, but also the shipping company Lauritzen as 

part of the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project, and is documented in Appendix A. It was developed 

as an “experiment” to explore if it would be feasible to develop a low cost, flexible / easy configurable 

high frequency logger for based on a simple (industrial) Raspberry Pi 3B+ computer and a range of 

standard and cheap electronic and mechanical components. Figure 15 shows the solution including 

power supply, battery etc. mounted on a DIN rail in a cabinet and mounted below bridge instruments 

on the Sejerø Ferry.  
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Figure 15.  The project’s own built datalogger, power supply and battery mounted in DIN cabinet. 

 

‘The IoT data logger’s Strato Raspberry Pi 3B+, was configured with the Linux based Raspberry Pi 

Operating System as well as a Microsoft IoT Edge Runtime module / image (this module consists of 

a container engine, the IoT Edge security demon and configuration files). The Runtime module 

enables the computer to process (data logging) scripts (on a ship) which can be developed and 

maintained easily via an internet connection to the MS Azure IoT Hub and cloud platform (onshore) 

via an internet connection and offers more flexibility compared to older generation of data loggers, 

see Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16.  The data loggers were setup in an MS Azure IOT Edge and IoT Hub environment working both 

 for Island Ferries and Lauritzen vessels. Source: Microsoft Azure. 

Python scripts or messages were written and uploaded to the Pi to “request / read / receive” the 

different engine, bridge and fuel equipment sensor’s instant data values with high log frequency 

(minimum 1Hz). The messages produced were written to match relevant data / communication 

standards / protocols used by onboard systems as for example Modbus RS-485, P-net, NMEA0183, 

NMEA2000 USB formats etc. The scripts were programmed in python and coded on a Raspberry Pi 
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3B+ test setup to have the correct CPU architecture from the outset. The files with logged data were 

written in a standard data format, as for example JSON. 

Connectivity was enabled using the IOT module installed on the data logger and send via the 

onboard internet connection. The data logger was provided an IP address and added to the ship’s 

LAN or WIFI network. From the Ship, data were transmitted to shore via either a mobile 4G device 

(alternatively a port WIFI network setup). To reduce the expenses of connectivity, the size of data 

transferred and thus traffic on mobile and satellite connections, were reduced to the least possible. 

Minimizing the size of data transferred, also implied equivalent reductions in data storage, and would 

mean a cost reduction due to less capacity (MB) needed for onboard and cloud based (GB) storage 

of logged files in the future. The data logger was therefore set up to minimize the number of logs 

for each data channel / variable. The script would for every log and time stamp (app. per second) 

check whether there was a need for storing and transmitting the data value. If values / parameters 

changed above a set threshold it would store the recent value. But if the data value remained 

unchanged for a specific variable, the data logger would only include a log and time stamp where 

results of for example recent 5 min’s data would be summarized (count of observations, average 

value, sum of squares, min, max values etc.) 

 

3.4.3 Cloud based Storage and Software Architecture 

The MS Azure platform which was setup with Azure IoT hub was to receive the incoming files from 

the data logger(s); this was done via the module Stream Analytics which subsequently would pass 

the received data files on to two complementary storage locations, see Figure 15. The main storage 

location for vessel data was the MS Azure table storage module – here data files were (unpacked and 

read and) loaded into a NoSQL data warehouse / database (this solution was less costly compared 

to a standard Azure SQL server DB). However, the raw data files were in parallel stored in the Azure 

Blob storage location in JSON format as backup and to enable an easy change of storage location 

etc. The Azure Table Storage DB is structured so that (time stamped) tables and records are identified 

via the partition key vessel (name / IMO number) as the primary key and data tag / channel as the 

secondary. From the Azure Table Storage, it is possible to search and export via APIs (OData protocol) 

in data formats as JSON, XML etc. The project team also developed a set of simple scripts in Python 

in Azure’s table storage to be able visualize time series data quickly.   

 

3.4.4 Use of complementary Weather data 

Weather hindcast data from external data sources was made available from DMI, The Danish 

Meteorological Institute and FCOO, Defence Centre for Operational Oceanography and would be 

integrated into the established Azure databases. 

 

3.4.5 The SDU vessel performance monitoring software platform 

SDU had in a previous project developed a prototype software platform for monitoring and analyzing 

vessel performance (Eriksen et al., 2018) which was used as basis for the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI 

project. The platform was running on a server at SDU and it was decided to upgrade and reconfigure 

it to meet requirements of each ferry. The platform is in principle open source, based on the NetBeans 
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Module System and code is documented in gitlab / github. The platform does not currently have a 

real time feed of data from the vessels, but datasets can be uploaded or imported into it when 

needed. It consists of a set of user interfaces developed to create transparency and insights into 

vessel voyages operational parameters and performance, and enables the user to select and filter in 

imported data sets with respect to time period (dates), sailing conditions (wind, weather, current etc.), 

operational modes (port, maneuvering, sea leg) etc. Views of samples of sailings / voyages are in a 

geographical (on a map), pie chart, table format etc. The system enables comparison of vessel 

operations and energy efficiency across a sample of voyages with similar operating conditions – 

creating a foundation for identifying optimal navigational and operational practices. The application 

is designed so it is intuitive to use for onboard crew onboard and technical staff or route leaders 

onshore. 

 

3.4.6 User Interface and Decision Support 

The user interface consists of seven main components described in the following.  

Filters (Figure 17 left) - Defining criteria for sorting voyages can be selected. When to compare 

voyages to each other in a meaningful way, it is important to be able to separate them based on 

different parameters. For example, a voyage where the vessel has experienced a strong headwind 

will result in a very different energy consumption than a voyage with no wind. The filter tool allows 

the user to separate voyages into groups of comparable segments, where the known influences on 

the fuel consumption are comparable. The search criteria are entered by the user and the program 

finds the voyages matching the criteria in the database.  

Nautical map (Figure 17) - Visualisation of voyages / transits. 

 

Figure 17.  Filter and nautical map of voyages. 

 

Overview table – Operational values for all selected voyages. Voyage and mode duration, fuel 

consumption, speed and weather parameters are shown. Here specific voyages can be selected for 

more evaluation in other parts of the program. 
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Summary window (Figure 18) - Key values for selected voyages are shown. These key values give 

the user figures that make it possible to easily compare one voyage to another. Most important of 

these parameters are the voyage direction and the energy consumption for the voyage. The voyage 

duration and maximum vessel speed are also presented, as these parameters have been established 

as important factors. Lastly, the date and start time of the voyage is displayed. This makes it possible 

to cross reference voyages with other sources, such as the ships’ logbooks etc. The key values are 

displayed for the voyage with the highest energy consumption and the voyage with the lowest 

energy consumption in the summary window. Key values for the median and average voyages are 

shown as well, for the purpose of indicating how much the best and worst voyages differ from a 

typical voyage. 

Time period total (Figure 18) - Distribution of time and fuel spent in modes can be shown (bottom 

window). The distribution of time and fuel spent in the three modes for all the voyages matching the 

filter criteria is visualized by way of pie charts. 

Chart window (Figure 19) - Plots of data points for selected voyages are shown in the diagram 

window for the duration of a voyage. The data plotted is for the best voyage (lowest consumption), 

the worst voyage (highest consumption) and the voyages selected in the nautical chart window. 

Multiple data points (wind speed, sea depth, vessel speed etc.) can be displayed in each plot window. 

The number of plots is unlimited, and the diagram window is very customisable, allowing the user to 

change attributes for the lines, choose axes and zoom.    

 

Figure 18.  Summary window with statistics for selected voyages. 
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Figure 19.  Chart window with example on 3 selected voyages. 

 

3.4.7 Data cleansing, analysis, modelling and recommendations 

Installation of the digital vessel performance solution enabled the researchers to gather larger 

samples of vessel voyage data and do further cleansing and analysis of these with the purpose of 

producing recommendations for how to operate each individual ferry in a more eco-efficient manner. 

The researchers managed to deliver a results of 2 of the 3 routes (Sejerø and Orø) before project 

closure, and results from one of the studies is published in Hansen et al. (2021). Selected results from 

the studies are shown and explained below. 

 

 Baseline models for Speed, RPM, Power and Fuel Consumption 

The researchers have based in data developed baseline models for relationship between vessel 

speed, engine RPM, engine power and Fuel Consumption and additional studies and additional 

models have also been developed included aspects as wind speed and direction and impact on vessel 

speed, fuel efficiency etc.. 
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Figure 20 shows baseline values of speed and RPM versus consumption for the Skarø-Drejø ferry. 

Diagram and table values are based on data monitored – cleansed for external parameters as weather 

and water depth. The baseline curves are very illustrative, and they have given the route leader and 

crew information about how even smaller speed reductions can reduce the energy consumption 

dramatically. 

 

Figure 20.  Baselines for the vessel. Left: RPM versus speed. Right: RPM versus fuel consumption. 

 

 Correct speed is critical for eco-efficient vessel operations 

The studies done has highlighted that without a decision support tool it is very difficult for the crew 

to estimate a proper speed setting for an ongoing voyage, and the ferries are likely sailed too fast. If 

the crew is not aware of the conditions for the coming voyage in total, they easily sail with a little 

higher speed than necessary to avoid being late for the next arrival. Models developed for decision 

support, see , helps the crew to adjust the speed to a suitable level, see Figure 21, and the vessel can 

then arrive in due time without using unnecessary energy because of sailing too fast.  

 

Figure 21.  Voyage time versus fuel consumption. 
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 Schedules and Just-in-time arrivals enable eco-efficient vessel operations 

Analyzing data from all voyages for Højestene during the year 2020 shows the importance of having 

awareness to the schedule and vessel speed. The average time used for one voyage was about 70 

minutes, which is 5 minutes below the scheduled 75 minutes. The main reason for not using the 

allocated time is probably that the crew onboard was not aware of the sailing conditions for the 

whole coming voyage, and therefore sailed with a slightly higher speed than necessary to avoid being 

late for the next arrival. If these in-effective five minutes are converted to sailing time – the speed of 

the vessel can in average be reduced from 10.2 to 9.3 knots and the fuel consumption by not less 

than 20%. Analysis of data, also indicate that there are significant eco-efficiency gains to be achieved 

via rethinking the time schedule, see. Baselines curves (fuel consumption as function of speed) can 

be used to illustrate energy saving, if changing the time allows for more time for sailing. Taking the 

example of Skarø/Drejø having a sailing time fixed at 75 minutes. If the time is decreased to 70 

minutes the fuel consumption will increase by approx. 30% - if on the other hand the time is increased 

5 minutes to 80 the fuel consumption can be reduced by nearly 40%, see Figure 22.  

 

 

Figure 22.  Scheduled Voyage time versus fuel consumption. 

 

 Adjusting speeds to shallow water enable eco-efficient vessel operations 

Most island ferries are passing several areas where the water depth is low. The low water depth 

greatly influences the vessels speed for given RPM. When passing the area, the shallow water effect 

will result in a relatively large speed reduction due increased water speed under and resistance on 

the hull and the so called “squat effect” where the ship sinks deeper towards the seabed, increasing 

the wetted area and the frictional resistance even more. This effect is clearly shown for Skarø/Drejø, 

where a part of the voyage will be in the channel called “Højestene løbet” where the water depth is 

between 3.5-4.5 meter. From the figure it is seen that this can give up to about 1.5 knots in reduction. 

If RPM, and thereby the fuel consumption, is maintained as given for 10 knots at the deeper water, 

it will result in a speed reduction of about 4%, 8% and 15% for water depths of 8m, 6m and 4m 

respectively, see Figure 23. If on the other hand the speed of 10 knots is maintained when passing 

the channel, and the RPM increased for maintaining the speed, the increased fuel consumption will 

be 8%, 24%, and 70% for the same water depths. It is thus critical for the crew to reduce speed 

through the channel as this can increase the fuel consumption dramatically. 
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Figure 23.  Impact of Shallow water on Speed vs fuel consumption for the ferry Højestene. 

 Correct port maneuvering and engine load distribution can enable eco-efficient vessel 
operations 

The above presented results and recommendations are all from the Sejerø Ferry which is a single 

ender ferry. Similar baseline curves and studies were done for Orø ferry, also leading to 

recommendations for how to slow down vessel speed on the (mostly shallow water) sea passage. For 

this ferry, additional studies were also done to investigate impact of specific navigational practices 

related to port maneuvering on fuels consumption. The crew had the assumption, that making a slow 

maneuver would save fuel for the vessels, but analysis of fuel consumed per time unit (see Figure 24) 

and duration of the maneuvering (see Figure 25) made it clear that it would be more fuel efficient to 

make the port maneuver as short as possible.   

 

 

Figure 24.  Fuel consumption (liter / min) when maneuvering the Orø ferry in / out of port of Holbæk. 
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Figure 25.  Fuel consumption (total) compared to maneuvering time for the Orø ferry in / out of port of 

 Holbæk. 

 

 

Also equivalent studies were done to investigate impact of engine load distribution for the fore and 

aft propeller.  

Result of studies thus show that, with measuring just a few data systematically and subsequent AI 

modelling and analysis, it is possible to provide route leaders and crew with valuable information on 

vessel performance enabling them to initiate actions and measures potentially reducing fuel and 

energy consumption and emissions for relatively old ferries.  

 

 Implementation, Pilot testing and Skill building 

Due to the COVID19 pandemic with restrictions from spring 2020 – autumn 2021, actual 

implementation of the digital solutions and new work processes was slowed down for several of the 

vessels compared to original plans. A key reason for this, was that it for a long period of time was 

impossible for project participants to get access to ships, and onboard crew struggled with many 

other priorities and concerns.  

At project closure autumn 2021, the team had managed to install the required data loggers as well 

as getting the cloud data storage infrastructure up running for all 3 routes / vessels in scope. The 

vessel performance monitoring platform had been configured and was running for 2 of the 3 routes. 

Configuration of the platform was pending for the Sejerø ferry, and the activity was planned to after 

project closure due technical challenges reading P-net protocol data logged from the engine control 

system. For the Skarø/Drejø ferry, the performance monitoring platform was demonstrated and 

tested with crew during autumn 2020 which had it running on laptop onboard for some months, and 

subsequently SDU has during 2021 made multiple upgrades of the system based on user feedback, 

requirements etc. SDU also dedicated time and resources during 2021 to enable the platform to run 

as a cloud application for all 3 routes in the future, so that could be delivered to the individual Island 

Ferry routes in the future (2022). The analysis results provided by the researchers, also led the route 

leader and municipality of Svendborg to propose a new environmentally friendly sailing schedule 
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with occasional prolong transit times from 2022, which however caused some protests among 

islanders in the local media, see Fyns Amts Avis (2021).  

 

 Handover of solutions and next steps 

At project closure, end of 2021, meetings were arranged with the Island Ferry secretariat and 

individual route leaders to clarify how they or individual routes would be able to take over if not 

development, then at least operations and maintenance of the applications. Spring 2022, the 

applications are still running hosted at and paid by SDU, but discussions on the future setup is 

undergoing discussion and are to be clarified. Island ferries are investigating the opportunity of 

setting up a workshop for relevant stakeholders to present and explain the solution for all their routes 

in the near future. Also, they have asked SDU and involved experts to support them in transferring 

results and learnings from the ECOPRODIG / EXOPRODIGI project on to their ongoing project 

designing and building a new standard ferry to be applicable across all routes in DK.  

 

 Evaluation of Eco-Efficiency Results and ROI 

Bases on the work and results completed during the project period, it is possible to evaluate potential 

of digital technologies for solving the eco-inefficiencies (validation of impact) as well as ROI 

 

3.12.1 ECO-efficiency impact  

At the start of the project, a stretch target of up to 20% reduction of fuel consumption and emissions 

compared to the 2018 baseline was set for this industry case. The case work, sea trials and analytical 

results, have indicated that the potential varies from route to route / vessel to vessel, but that it as 

an average should be feasible for all 3 routes to achieve those Eco-efficiency benefits under the 

assumption that the ferries do not only apply the implemented performance monitoring tools as part 

of daily operations, but also initiate actions and implement some of the recommended changes to 

their operational practices. The case work has in addition to that identified options for saving energy 

on for example use of AUX engines for hotel load, bow thrusters etc., which have not been taken into 

consideration in this estimate.  

 

3.12.2 Estimating Return of Investment 

An assessment of the business case or ROI from investments in digital vessel performance 

monitoring, has been developed for the situation where a new Island Ferry, similar to the Sejerø Ferry, 

has to adopt and implement solutions already developed for the 3 ferries part of the project. The 

investments required would be the following: 

 Upgrade of sensors and measurement devices onboard: 25.000 EUR 

 Configuration and installation of cloud based an end2end digital solution: 12.500 EUR 

 Development of baseline curves and analytical models: 25.000 EUR 

 Training and skill building: 12.500 EUR 
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The cost estimate for the implementation actions, are based on the detailed cost estimate of tasks 

2-4 above in Table 2 as task 1 upgrade of sensors and measurement devices might not be required 

for a newer ferry installation. 

The investment required would this be at estimated 75.000 EUR, and in addition to that would 

be annual costs of running, maintain and servicing the solutions at 5.000 EUR per vessel.  

The investment required does not included R&D effort done as part of the ECOPRODIGI / 

EXOPRODIGI project, and contribution margin on purchased equipment is generally not included. 

For the Sejerø Ferry route, it is known that the MGO consumption per year according to 2019 data 

was app. 650.000 liters of fuel. With a price average for MGO during 2019 at 6,25 DKK / liter (excl. 

VAT and tax) this results in yearly fuel expenses at: 4.062.500 DKK. If it is assumed that the ferry will 

achieve a 15% saving in fuel consumption and expenses, that will be equivalent to 609.338 DKK = 

81.750 EUR as annual savings. The ROI investment will thus be calculated as app. 1 year, and if 

implementation time is considered, it might still be realistic that the digital solution would pay back 

in 1-2 years under the assumption that navigational and operational practices are optimized – 

fundamentally a very attractive business case for the municipality besides the emission reductions 

also gained. The projected energy savings will also remain even if a zero-carbon emission electrical 

ferry one day is to replace the current fossil fuel propelled ferry. 

Cost element 

(2 data loggers per vessel) 

Material & 

Transport costs 

excl. VAT (EUR) 

Task 

work 

hours5 

Costs excl. 

VAT (EUR) 

Hardware expenses  500  1.000 

Purchasing and receival of components  2 x 2 500 

Assembly of Pi in cabinet  2 x 4 1.000 

Software installation on PIs  2 x 2 500 

Packing and transport of data loggers to 

vessel 

250 2 x 2 500 

Site visit to vessel to review onboard 

systems 

250 1 x 8 1.000 

Installation onboard (local electrician) and 

interfacing with onboard equipment 

250 2 x 8 1.600 

Upgrade data logging script to match 

onboard systems and standards, inclusive 

validation 

 1 x 16 1.600 

Configuration of MS Azure IOT Hub and 

services 

 1 x 16 1.600 

                                                           

5 Salary is set to 100 EUR per work hour excl. VAT – reflects average for electrical engineers, software engineers, 
electricians, naval architects, administrative staff etc. Work time of onboard crew and route leaders / in-house 
technical specialists is not included, except for training and skill building.  
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Integration with SDU vessel performance 

software 

 1 x 8 800 

Configuration of SDU vessel performance 

software and user interfaces 

 1 x 24 2.400 

Development of baseline curves and 

analytical modules 

500 1 x 120 25.000 

Training and skill building (also internal 

costs for route leader and crew) 

500 1 x120 12.500 

Total Costs   50.000 

Table 2.  Estimate of Costs for Island Ferry end2end Digital Performance Monitoring solution for one 

 vessel.  
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4 Technology Case 1b – Lauritzen Kosan – Digital performance 
monitoring of vessels 

 

 Description of the case company and scope 

The second ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI end-user technology case in the area of “digital performance 

monitoring” was the shipping company J. Lauritzen (from now on Lauritzen), which at project start 

operated a modern, diversified fleet of bulk carriers and gas carriers. The company was owned by 

the Lauritzen Foundation, a commercial foundation with the objective of supporting shipping, 

culture, social humanitarian work and education. The company used to employ a staff of 

approximately 1,000 employees of many different nationalities both at sea and onshore. The 

headquarter was in Copenhagen, and there were also offices in the Philippines, Singapore and the 

USA. At the end of year 2018, the company operated/controlled 109 vessels and employed 167 

employees onshore and 638 seafarers onboard either on their own or bareboat chartered vessels. 

Revenue was 565 million USD. The project focus was on the gas carrier business, which per year 2018 

consisted of 34 vessels transporting LPG and petrochemicals of which 14 were the company’s own 

vessels. Approximately 3 years after project start in December 2020, the Singaporean based BW 

group and the Lauritzen foundation agreed to make a joint-venture creating BW Epic Kosan which 

subsequently became a new corporate entity listed at Oslo Stock Exchange with a fleet of 77 gas 

carriers. Focus of the case was at stat on 3 ethylene (E-class) gas carriers and was at the end of the 

project expanded to additional 6 vessels. Figure 26 is a photo of one of the gas carriers in scope for 

the effort case work. 

 

 

Figure 26.  Linda Kosan. One of the six sister vessels where the engine performance monitoring system was 

 installed during the Extension of ECOPRODIGI into EXOPRODIGI. 
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For Lauritzen, the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project aimed at making their fleet more cost 

competitive, green and fuel efficient in the future. The company’s fleet operated in very competitive 

markets for either dry bulk cargo or LPG/ethylene products where freight and vessel charter rates 

are generally on a low level and are more volatile compared with what they were years before. In 

addition, bunker prices had over the last decade been high and volatile, and they were likely to 

increase in the near future, particularly for MGO and VLSFO fuels, which in the future would be used 

by their fleet as scrubber installations were not planned in an attempt to comply with the 

International Maritime Organization (IMO) 2020 Sulphur cap regulation implemented by 2020. 

Therefore, it was of competitive importance for Lauritzen to improve its fuel efficiency and reduce its 

operational expenses (OPEX) going forward and the company believed that their long-term vision 

for digitalizing vessel operations in close collaboration partners, would enable the company to gain 

additional eco-efficiency benefits out of already done investments, but also create the foundation or 

further improvements to be achieved. 

 

 Applied research / innovation methods 

The applied methodology for the research and innovation work have included the following activities: 

 Scoping and prioritization of work efforts during execution of project phases (2018-2020) 

 Analysis of current state of operations, digitalization and eco-efficiency via sample studies 

(2018) 

 Development of end2end solutions for digital performance monitoring for 3 gas carriers in 

the fleet (2018-2020) 

 Implementation and testing of solutions onboard ferries and onshore (2019-2021) 

 Evaluation of eco-efficiency impact and ROI (2020-2021) 

The tasks have been accomplished by a team of researchers and students from AAU and SDU in 

collaboration with Lauritzen, Vessel Performance Solutions and Ange Analytics. Realization of the 

digital solutions has been done in multiple small iterations over the years inspired by Agile / Scrum 

methods for software development. Several of the solutions, as well as systems architecture and code 

has been documented in Github / Gitlab. 

 

 Current State and the most critical eco-inefficiencies 

Before the case work started in 2018, Lauritzen had invested significantly in digital performance 

monitoring for their fleet with the objective of achieving operational excellence and improving on 

KPIs for safety, operational costs and customer service. The company originally embarked on this 

journey to become more fuel-efficient and increase reliability of operations. Performance monitoring 

of their fleet was thus enabled via two complementary digital solutions: (1) a manual noon report-

based performance monitoring of vessels using the VESPER platform6and (2) autolog-based 

performance monitoring which was Lauritzen’s own developed solution, see Figure 27.  

                                                           

6 The VESPER Platform is provided by the company and project partner Vessel Performance Solutions: 
https://www.vpsolutions.dk/    

https://www.vpsolutions.dk/
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Figure 27.  Lauritzen data value chain for Noon report and Autolog based vessel performance monitoring 

 systems. 

 

For the first digital solution, data collection is done manually by the crew reading instruments 

onboard on a daily basis (around noon7), for example, flow meter values are read, and a dataset is 

entered into an HTML form and submitted as mail files to onshore staff via satellite connection where 

the data are stored in Lauritzen’s proprietary MS SQL Server database. From the data warehouse, 

data are then uploaded as XML files into the VESPER (cloud-based) platform, where performance 

monitoring reports and data analysis options are available. VESPER consists of a set of modules 

enabling users to track individual ship or fleet performance for vessel performance KPIs, such as hull 

and propeller (fouling) performance, specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC) of engines, base load 

consumption, charter party, boiler performance, bunkering and excess fuel consumption etc. VESPER 

allows users to conduct ad hoc extensive analysis of operational data quality from the vessels, and 

produce updated fuel tables, extract charter party statistics for commercial purposes, consolidate 

monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) reports for the authorities and perform other necessary 

actions. The performance department, as well as the technical managers, are the main users of the 

platform, and they can daily track vessel performance and take required actions to improve energy 

and fuel efficiency in collaboration with crew onboard vessels. VESPER relies on a “performance 

model / calculation engine”, which consists of physical, mathematical and statistical models 

                                                           

7 Noon reports are completed either when sea state is changed (sea, port maneuvering, port state) or approximately 
once per day (at noon). 
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converting source data from vessels into robust and accurate estimates overview of fuel and energy 

efficiency for the vessels, by adjusting for impact of factors such as wind, weather, operational profile 

(for example, cargo, draft and trim) on performance of the vessels.   

It should be mentioned that Lauritzen together with shipping company Torm reported that the 

implementation of VESPER had enabled 4-7% savings in fuel consumption and expenses over a 4 

year period (2015-2019), as part of the Danish government-supported research and innovation 

project BlueInnoship (VPOGlobal, 2019).  

For the second solution, then 10+ of Lauritzen gas carriers, are also equipped with data loggers 

(MW100 acquisition unit data loggers from Yokogawa) which enable high-frequency, two-minute 

interval logging of data from bridge systems, engine and other equipment on board. Automatically 

logged data sources include engine data from the alarm system (EMS), power meters (energy 

production), flowmeters (fuel consumption) and torsion meters (shat power), as well as parameters 

such as GPS position, speed over ground, wind direction, and under keel clearance which typically 

are displayed at the bridge (via NMEA [National Marine Electronics Association] standards). The data 

loggers are currently being used for logging average (or accumulated) values from more than 200 

sensors/data channels onboard the vessels every 2 minutes, and a much larger amount of data are 

thus captured and stored locally compared to Noon-reports (approx. 720 logs vs 1 per day). Results 

from data loggers are written into a binary file with time stamps (time series data), and every 24 

hours the file is closed, and an email is sent via mail gateway and 3G/4G or satellite connection 

onshore with the result. In the office, data are imported into Lauritzen’s MS SQL Server (a sort of data 

warehouse), and subsequently on an ad hoc basis, deployed and analyzed by the performance 

department and technical managers using MS SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS), MS SQL Server 

Analysis Services (SSAS) (data are structured into cubes for fast access) and MS Power BI 

functionalities. Lauritzen has also based on automatically logged data sets, developed their own 

applications and scripts to support monitoring and analysis of sensor data quality and vessel 

performance for specific metrics. However, at project outset, the modules were not progressed to 

the extent and quality of the VESPER tools, see Figure 28 for an illustration of the original automated 

logging performance monitoring setup of Lauritzen. 
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Figure 28.  Lauritzen data value chain and vessel performance monitoring setup for autolog data. 

 

 Digital solutions developed and pilot testing 

From spring of 2018 until end of 2021, the project partners co-created and implemented selected 

components of A) an end2end solution for digital vessel performance monitoring and B) an end2end 

solution for engine condition monitoring and fault detection. The work was started out with 3 vessels 

in scope, and was at the end expanded to 6 more gas carriers of the Lauritzen fleet. The work as was 

organized so Task A was done by Lauritzen and VPS with a focus on the following deliverables: 

 New features for VESPER including a “performance onboard” solution which provide real-

time feedback to vessels and crew on quality of sensor and noon report data as well as vessel 

performance on critical metrics. The report should enable crew onboard to engage into 

ongoing improvements of operational data quality and energy efficiency.  

 Enhanced models for VESPER in the domain of hull, propeller and fuel performance via using 

high frequency auto-logged data sources as hindcast weather and AIS position data. Larger 

datasets of good quality were assumed to enable VESPER AI models to perform better (with 

less scatter, improved accuracy and reduced confidence interval for prediction) than currently 

applied fuel estimation models. Models for estimating hull and propeller performance (also 

called added resistance) and excess fuel consumption of vessels are essential when to address 

problems as fouling, hull and propeller wear. 

For further info on the outcomes from the ECOPRODIGI project for task A, it is recommended to 

check the website of VPS8 where further information is available about for example the crew feedback 

                                                           

8 Vessel Peformance Solutions (VPS): https://www.vpsolutions.dk/services  

https://www.vpsolutions.dk/services
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module which today is offered to and used by multiple clients on a commercial basis. Main focus of 

this industry case description will thus be work and results of task B. Task B was done by Lauritzen, 

SDU and vendor Ange Analytics and included the following deliverables: 

 Development and Installation of high-frequency, low-cost, scalable, flexible and technically 

robust data loggers (>1 HZ) for logging of bridge, engine and fuel system data.  

 Connectivity enabled via local internet and 4G / Satellite broadband connectivity to shore 

 Onshore cloud-based storage of logged data in MS Azure data warehouse  

 Development and testing of AI models running in the cloud for detection of engine 

performance problems / faults in due time to support crew onboard and technical managers 

in monitoring of engine conditions and predictive maintenance. Ideally better condition 

monitoring should cause improved engine and equipment uptime (preventing breakdowns) 

as well as reducing maintenance and repair, spare part costs etc. 

 Development and testing of an MS Power BI solution to be applied by technical managers 

for monitoring engine conditions and performance, and to function alongside VESPER. Also 

focus on integration between data storage and scripts running in the Azure cloud and the 

MS Power BI solutions.  

 Development and testing of an onboard module / solution for engine condition monitoring 

to provide crew with real-time analytics / diagnostics enabling them to take action in due 

time on potential engine problems. 

 Training and skill building of crew and technicians 

Scope of Task B’s data collection and modelling efforts was initially narrowed to be the 3 x 4 stroke 

MAN ES Auxiliary engines on the gas carriers, see Figure 29. The auxiliary engines are essential to 

provide uninterrupted power supply to various ship systems so that the vessel can maintain all 

required operations. In the case of ethylene gas carriers, the generated power is mainly used to cool 

down the ethylene tanks and keep the temperature below -103°C. Two gensets are usually running 

at lower KW Power in parallel with the shaft generator while the vessel sails. During cargo loading 

and unloading at the port, all 3 gensets need to run at high power. Engine breakdowns can be both 

mission critical and very costly. Crew onboard have instruments and an engine alarm system onboard 

(EMS) to support them in monitoring engine performance on a daily basis, and also make up regular 

weekly or monthly manual / vision inspections of a number of engine parts, lube oil etc., however 

those tools were not considered sufficient to detect  gradual wear of key engine parts causing fuel 

efficiency deterioration and break downs in the long run, similar to cylinder liners, piston rings, turbo 

chargers, injection valves, exhaust valves etc. 
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Figure 29.   MAN ES 4 stroke AUX engine model nr. L16/24. 

 

However, as the project deliverables initially, were planned to be expanded to more vessels and also 

to main engines, the data logger and cloud solutions were later in the project prepared so they could 

enable data capture from not only the Auxiliary engines but also the Main engine, and optionally 

also bridge and fuel systems of the vessels. An illustration of the end2end solution and components 

being built as prototype for engine condition monitoring and fault detection is illustrated in Figure 

30. 

 

 

Figure 30.  End2end Solution for engine condition monitoring / fault detection. 

 

4.4.1 Sensors and equipment for data capture 

As mentioned, a long term solution able to log real-time performance monitoring data (frequency 

>1 Hz) from bridge, engine and fuel systems was worked at by the partners. But first efforts were 

dedicated to getting data channels logged from the engine and it’s alarm system (EMS / AMS) see 

Figure 31 for a view of such a decision support system in the engine room of a vessel. 
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Figure 31.  A view of the NORIS 3000 alarm system in the engine control room on a Lauritzen vessel. 

 

The EMS of the vessels in scope, would log app. 150 channels of data from engine, cargo plant, 

ballast tank systems etc. via a Modbus RS485 connection to enable reading of system values on a 

real-time basis. The alarm system would then have set thresholds to ensure that alarms are triggered 

in case critical values are observed. The high frequency data loggers were coupled to the alarm 

system via cabling where it was appropriate close to the gateway, see Figure 32. 
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Figure 32.  Detailed view of the data gateway and how The NORIS system was updated and coupled to data 

 loggers. 

 

4.4.2 IOT based data loggers and Connectivity 

Data loggers able to log and store data onboard for a limited amount of time, were built and installed 

to enable high-frequency data logging (1 HZ) of up to 200 channels of data from bridge, engine and 

fuel systems. A data logger identical to the one applied on 2 Island Ferries was installed on the 

Lauritzen vessels (see appendix A for technical specifications of the solution) except that it was to be 

able to log many more channels of data (ideally 200+), see chapter 3 for further explanation of the 

solution in detail, and in Figure 33 is a photo of one of the recent data loggers enabled to log data 

from both main and auxiliary engines on a Lauritzen vessels.  

 

Figure 33.  A picture from the main engine room on one of the additional 6 vessels in scope in 

 EXOPRODIGI. The StratoPI is connected to the NORIS data gateway and the vessel’s LAN. 
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4.4.3 Cloud Based Storage and Software Architecture 

Connectivity was enabled using the IOT module installed on the data logger and data were 

transmitted via the onboard internet connection. The data logger was provided an IP address and 

added to the ship’s LAN or WIFI network. From the Ship data were transferred to MS Azure ashore 

via either satellite broadband and a mobile 4G device when close to shore. As satellite broadband 

connections can be expensive, an effort to reduce expenses for connectivity was made, and the size 

of data transferred and thus traffic on mobile and satellite connections, were reduced to the least 

possible. Minimizing the size of data transferred, also implied equivalent reductions in data storage, 

and would mean a cost reduction due to less capacity (MB) needed for onboard storage of logged 

files on the data logger as well as similar for cloud-based storage (GB). The data logger was therefore 

set up to minimize the number of logs for each data channel / variable. The script would for every 

log and time stamp (app. per second) check whether there was a need for storing and transmitting 

the data value. If values / parameters changed above a set threshold (a threshold delta was set per 

data channel) it would store the recent value. But if the data value remained unchanged, the data 

logger would only include a log and time stamp where results of for example recent 5 min’s data 

would be summarized (count of observations, average value, sum of squares, min, max values etc.). 

The MS Azure platform which was setup with Azure IoT hub was to receive the incoming files from 

the data logger(s); see Figure 34. 

 

0

 

Figure 34.  Screenshots of the incoming messages from the data logger into the IOT hub in MS Azure. 

 

The IOT hub handles the messages via the module Stream Analytics which subsequently would pass 

the received data files on to two complementary storage locations. The main storage location for 

vessel data was the MS Azure table storage module – here data files were (unpacked and read and) 

loaded into a NoSQL data warehouse / database (this solution was less costly compared to a standard 

Azure SQL server DB). The raw data files were in parallel stored in the Azure storage location in JSON 
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format as backup and to enable an easy change of storage location etc. A summary of the digital 

infrastructure and data value chain based on MS Azure IOT edge and Hub is illustrated in Figure 16 

as it also was used for Island Ferries. The Azure Table Storage DB is structured so that (time stamped) 

tables and records are identified via the partition key vessel (name / IMO number) as the primary key 

and data tag / channel as the secondary. From the Azure Table Storage it is possible to search and 

export via APIs (OData protocol) in data formats as JSON, XML etc. Some simple scripts were 

developed in Python in Azure’s table storage to be able visualize time series data. An illustration of 

the MS Azure SQL DB which was used in the early prototype phase for the 3 vessels is illustrated in 

Figure 35. 

 

 

Figure 35.  Screenshot form the prototype SQL DB Setup in MS Azure, which was used for 3 first vessels. 

 

4.4.4 Data cleansing, analysis and modelling 

As engine data became available in MS Azure, the partners subsequently worked on development 

and testing of prototype AI scripts for engine condition monitoring. This included tasks related to 

data cleansing, data transformation and feature extraction as basis for designing prototype models 

to be tested on datasets split into training and test periods. The initial AI model applied, consisted 

of a simple script monitoring developments in the exhaust gas temperature for the engine. It would 

include a calculation of standard deviation of Exhaust gas temperatures across all 7 cylinders and 

based on a threshold set, it provides an alarm or signal if there are significant deviations for this 

variable compared to performance of “normal or designed” operations, similar to how control charts 

work. Alerts are provided to technical managers and crew onboard so they can inspect the engine 

and investigate the root causes for the changes in more depth. The alert can be due to random 

variation (noise), but is likely indicate a general long term down (or up) trend in performance of the 

engine due to for example wear and potential future break downs of the engine. In Figure 36, Figure 

37 and Figure 38 are shown sample plots and results from studies and modelling efforts done for 

the 3 vessels in the Lauritzen fleet. 
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Figure 36.  Plot of relationship between 4 stroke engine power and exhaust gas temperature based on MAN 

 ES shop tests for 4 stroke engine model nr. L16/24. 

 

 

Figure 37.  Plot of exhaust gas temperature from cylinder 3 of vessel X compared to model results based on 

 MAN ES shop tests for 4 stroke MAN engine model nr. L16/24. 
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Figure 38.  Standard deviation of exhaust gas temperature across cylinders of a Lauritzen gas carrier 4 

 stroke auxiliary MAN engine nr. L16/24. Alarm point indicates significant shift / up-trend in the 

 deviation and is a request for inspection and analysis of root causes. For this engine, the 

 situation deteriorated into an exhaust gas valve break down with subsequent repair activities 

 and costs before returning to normal operations. 

 

The researchers also worked on a more sophisticated AI model for engine fault detection, and tried 

out Deep learning methods to be able to predict developments in the main metric based on 

underlying development of various engine parameters, as power, cooling water temperature, charge 

air, fuel oil quality, residuals in lubrication oil etc., however the model was only developed at an initial 

stage, and did for example not make use of maintenance and repair job data available in more or 

less good quality for the engine in scope. The model was not brought further on to implementation 

in Lauritzen, see Figure 39 and Figure 40. 
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Figure 39.  Sketch of principles of a proposed Machine Learning model developed to predict developments in 

 the metric: Standard deviation of exhaust gas temperature across cylinders of vessel X for 4 

 stroke engine model nr. L16/24.  

 

Figure 40.  Plot of performance of Machine Learning model developed to predict developments in the 

 metric: Standard deviation of exhaust gas temperature across cylinders of a Lauritzen vessel for 4 

 stroke MAN engine model nr. L16/24.  

 

4.4.5 User Interface and Decision Support - The AAU / SDU based Power BI Solution 

As part of the project, a user interface was developed in Power BI supporting at first technical staff / 

vessel managers onshore in monitoring engine performance, but originally also planned to be 

available to crew onboard the vessel where it was supposed to be running on real time data so 

decisions could be made without delays due to connectivity and time zone issues. A screenshot from 

the tool is show in Figure 41. 
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Figure 41.  User interface for the Power BI application developed as part of the project for Lauritzen Kosan 

 gas carriers in scope. 

 

The PowerBI application was also setup so technical managers / crew would be alerted via email if 

the script and model would generate an alarm, see Figure 42. 

 

 

Figure 42.  Example of email generated in case an alarm is generated from the python script running in 

 Azure. 

 

As scope was expanded during 2021 from 3 to 9 vessels and to logging data from both Main and 

Auxiliary engines, it was necessary to reconfigure data storage and processing of AI scripts in the 

Azure cloud to accommodate a vast amount of time series data. The first setup for 3 vessels was 

becoming increasingly expensive, and data processing and user queries in the database started to 

time out and show poor performance. A reconfiguration was thus done, which would enable 

Lauritzen (at that time BW Epic Kosan) to do cost-efficient scaling up of developed engine condition 

monitoring / fault detection as well as provide users with instant access to real time reports and 

relevant raw data during daily work, see for example the report introduced lately, in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43.  Report in MS Power BI running in Azure Cloud using Time Series Insight module, developed 

 summer 2021. 

 

The updated IOT and Azure setup was also required to realize the onboard module for the crew 

planned for development. Despite the intentions, the plans did not materialize further during the 

ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project. 

 

 Implementation, Pilot testing and Skill building 

Due to the COVID19 pandemic with restrictions from spring 2020 – autumn 2021, actual 

implementation of the digital solutions and new work processes was slowed down for several of the 

vessels compared to original plans. A key reason for this, was that it for a long period of time was 

impossible for project participants to get access to ships and onboard crew was struggling with many 

other priorities and concerns. During the final part of the project in 2021, progress of work also 

slowed down, as this Laurizen resources were working on reorganizing the new joint venture. At 

project closure autumn 2021, Lauritzen had managed to install data loggers and was running an 

upgraded data storage infrastructure as well as running some fault detection scripts in the cloud for 

up to 9 vessels. The Azure script and Power BI application was introduced to the technical managers 

already in 2019 and 2020 where a small group of them ran a trial and provided feedback to SDU on 

the tool for some months of time. As development of the onboard module version of the tool was 
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never initiated within project deadline, a similar introduction and dissemination to vessel crew did 

not happen.  

 

 Handover of solutions and next steps 

During 2020, SDU and Ange Analytics gradually handed over the different components of the 

prototype IOT based solution for engine condition monitoring setup for the first 3 vessels to the 

vessel performance department of Lauritzen (the subsequent 6 data loggers and their setup in Azure 

were purchased by Lauritzen in a commercial deal with Ange Analytics 2021). Lauritzen here after 

took over running and maintenance as well as upgrades of datalogger installations, Azure storage 

and scripts, Power BI application etc. until project completion autumn 2021. 

 

 Evaluation of Eco-Efficiency Results and ROI 

Based on work and results achieved for the case, an assessment has been made of the developed 

digital end2end solution for engine condition monitoring / fault detection and its impact on eco-

efficiency impact as well as ROI. The assessment has been made, using data from maintenance 

activities and spare part logistics acquired from Lauritzen and other shipping companies in a currently 

ongoing DK research and innovation project Shippinglab WP1-3. The assumption behind the 

assessment is that the current models / methods for condition monitoring in the future will 

demonstrate their performance, and also form basis for further development of models for predictive 

maintenance and implementation of optimized work practices regarding maintenance planning and 

spare part logistics. At project closure, this was still far from being the situation. The assessment has 

been made for a typical tanker vessel of small or medium size (150-300 meters) which could be a 

chemical gas tanker, product tanker etc.). Other data sources have been used to validate the 

estimates with as for example Balog et al. (2017) and Eriksen, Utne & Lützen (2021). Estimated savings 

per vessel for implementation of digital engine condition monitoring, fault detection methods and 

predictive maintenance are estimated to be: 

• Reduction in time spent on maintenance /repair etc. with 5%: Savings of 3.750 US$ per year   

• Reduction in costs of items purchased with 10%: Savings of 10.000 US$ per year 

• Less likelihood of safety critical break downs at sea, and daily ship off hire costs with average 

reduction of 1 day per year: 15.000 US is equal to savings of 15.000 US$ per year, even 

though costs might be significantly higher in case of unexpected break downs and idle 

periods (for example +100.000 US$). 

• Improved energy efficiency with 1% improvement in the relative specific fuel-oil consumption 

(SFOC): Fuel Consumption 20T / day = 5.000T Fuel per year (250 days). 1% saving per year = 

50 Tons. Price average: 500US$/Ton –> Calculated savings = 25.000 US$ per year 

 

In total, the implemented tools would thus enable a saving on app. 25-50.000 EUR per vessel per 

year. On top of these benefits, would also be reduced spare part inventory at own or supplier 

warehouse locations and not at least improved vessel safety and visible emission reduction benefits.  
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The benefits can be compared to the investments made in digital solutions for engine condition 

monitoring / fault detection as well as implementation of predictive maintenance method and 

optimized work procedures for a vessel. Investments include use of advisory services, software and 

programming hours, use of IT infrastructure and systems / data integration, process design and 

change management etc. on top of hardware purchases and installation costs for data loggers etc. 

On top of project investments would also be added annual costs of running, maintain and servicing 

applications. Investments of this size, would in contrast to the Island Ferry case, rarely be done on a 

vessel basis, but more target one or more vessel classes. However, it is not unlikely that an investment 

would be in the size of for example 50.000 EUR per vessel + annual costs at 5.000 EUR. Compared to 

the benefits which potentially can be achieved, the investment might pay back in 2-3 years - again 

under the premise that a shipping company succeeds with continued digital development efforts 

and realizing optimized work practices for maintenance planning and spare part logistics for their 

vessels.  

For this industry case in ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI, a stretch target of 3-7 % reduction of fuel 

consumption and emissions were set for the digital technologies in scope combining impact of both 

task A and B. Task A succeeded delivering upgraded models for hull, propeller and fuel performance 

using hindcast weather and AIS position data  which are now part of VESPER, In addition they also 

progressed development of a crew “performance on board” / feedback module, which already today 

is reported to be in use by several shipping companies in their client base9. It can thus be assessed, 

that this industry and technology case, despite development and implementation delays, has 

contributed to validation of technical feasibility for proposed prototype solutions, as well as it has 

provided clear indications of eco-efficiency benefits which can be achieved in the future being close 

to the set targets if shipping companies (in partnership with vendors) decide to progress 

development and implementation of prototype solutions further.   

  

                                                           

9 Results of implementing the VESPER Crew Feedback module has been presented at various industry conferences 
during 2021 and 2022, among others by Hapag Lloyd which is a client of VPS. 
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5 Technology Case 2 – DFDS – Digital and Optimized Cargo Stowage 

 

 Description of the case company and scope 

The second technology case in ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI is about digital and optimized cargo 

stowage and operations for RoRo (RoPax) Ships. The case case company was DFDS with headquarter 

in Denmark, which was founded in 1866, as a merger of three independent shipping companies, and 

today is one of Europe’s largest shipping companies. DFDS operates one of the largest networks of 

roll-on/roll-off passenger (RoPax) and roll-on/ roll-off (RoRo) ferry routes in and around Europe, 

including their own terminals in key locations, see Figure 44. 

 

 

Figure 44.  DFDS route network and facts per 2020. 

 

All routes operate on fixed schedules and are strategically located to provide freight services to 

forwarders, haulers and manufacturers of heavy goods. Passenger services include overnight and day 

crossings. At project start 2017, the revenue of DFDS was 15.7 billion DKK / 2.109 billion EUR total 

number of employees was approximately 7,200. DFDS was organized into two divisions: the ferry 

division and the logistics division. The ferry division in 2018 operated 53 ferries (most are own vessels) 

sailing on 22 routes in geographical areas of: 

 North Sea 

 Baltic Sea 

 English Channel 

 Mediterranean Sea 

DFDS NETWORK

8.000 employees

8.000 trailers

60 vessels

8 terminals (36)

14 May 20222020
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The ferry division had the following key figures in 2018: 

 Revenue: 11.1 billion DKK 

 Routes: 24 

 Freight lane meters: 40.1 million 

 Passengers: 5.4 million 

The logistics division provides European door-to-door transport solutions to manufacturers of 

consumer and industrial goods. The main activity is providing full- and part-load solutions that are 

ambient and temperature-controlled. Logistics solutions are developed in partnership with retailers 

and producers, including ware- housing services and just-in-time concepts. Solutions are supported 

by a European network of road, rail and container carriers and DFDS’s ferry routes. The logistics 

division had the following key figures in 2018: 

 Revenue: 5.3 billion DKK 

 Sales offices/warehouses: 31/18 

 Units transported: 56 

 Cargo transported: 417,000 MTS. 

DFDS is a stock listed company where the majority of the shares are controlled by the Lauritzen 

Foundation. For the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project, the focus was on the ferry division, and 

particularly cargo and not passenger transport. DFDS operates in competitive markets for short sea 

shipping, where a portfolio of other RoRo and RoPax shipping operators (for example, Stena Line, 

Color Line, Viking Line, TT Line, Fjord Line, Tallink, Finnlines, PolFerries etc). compete for market share 

on the different short sea crossings and routes. RoRo / RoPax shipping has traditionally not been as 

competitive as container shipping industry, but the situation might change in the coming years. DFDS 

and other players had at project start ordered several new buildings and expanded capacity of their 

network significantly with delivery of 6 so- called ‘Mega’ RoRo vessels with up to 7,000 lane meter 

capacity expected for 2020-2021. Shipping segments such as large RoRo car carriers and short sea 

container shipping can also be considered a competitor to DFDS and other ferry operators, as they 

offer competing/substitutable products on many routes.  

DFDS joined the project to gain eco-efficiencies for their cargo stowage and operations processes. 

DFDS has over decades invested in digital technologies and processes as well as sustainable shipping 

solutions (DFDS for example, installed scrubbers on vessels to comply with SECA regulation before 

2015) but see a competitive advantage of being on the forefront on digital and sustainable 

innovations, thereby also contributing to improved eco-efficient and reduced air emissions. The 

company has a threefold strategy of supporting the marine environment, being a responsible 

neighbor and improving air quality in respect to the Sustainable Development Goals of United 

Nations. To contribute to the strategic aims and strategy of DFDS, processes for cargo stowage and 

operations on vessels being executed in RoRo / RoPax terminals play a key role as vehicles, trucks, 

mobile equipment contribute to emissions, particularly if drivetrains are not electrified. In addition, 

terminal operations impact vessel’s ability to keep schedules and sail on / before time, and thus 

impact vessel speed, fuel consumption and emissions. The project aim has thus been aligned with 

DFDS’s strategic interests, and DFDS growth, profitability and CSR strategy in the coming years.  
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 Applied research / innovation method 

The applied methodology for the research and innovation work have included the following activities: 

 Scoping and prioritization of work efforts during execution of project phases (2017-2018) 

 Analysis of current state of operations, digitalization and eco-efficiency via sample studies of 

multiple routes and terminals (2017-2019) 

 Development of end2end solutions for digital and optimized cargo stowage and operations 

for 2 sample routes and related terminals (2018-2021) 

 Implementation, simulations and validation of solutions onboard ferries / in terminals (2019-

2021) 

 Evaluation of eco-efficiency impact and ROI (2020-2021) 

The case work was done a team of researchers and students from AAU, SDU, University of South-

Eastern Norway (HSU) and Chalmers University (CHA), Tallin university of Technology (Taltech) 

together with Visinator, Kockum Sonics and Logimatic (acquired by RINA autumn 2021) and in close 

collaboration with DFDS staff stakeholders from HQ, terminals and ferries from autumn 2017 to 

autumn 2021.  

 

 Current State and the most critical eco-inefficiencies 

The project has thus been scoped to deal with the end2end cargo stowage process, not only 

including planning but also execution of loading and discharge of cargo units. The following sub 

processes have been identified as being in scope for the case work: 

 Booking of cargo units of different categories and types10 

 Gate in of units in port 

 Positioning of units in yard/terminal 

 Planning of stowage onboard vessel 

 Load planning/dispatching of tugs 

 Load and lash cargo units (if required) 

 Vessel departure, operations and arrival 

 Discharge planning/dispatching of tugs 

 Unlash and discharge cargo units 

 Positioning of units in yards 

 Pick up of trailers 

 Gate out of terminal 

The key processes are mapped in Figure 45. The project team early in the project, did a number of 

site visits and studies covering the following routes to investigate current state of the end-to-end 

stowage process, digitalization and baseline eco-efficiency performance: 

 Karlshamn–Klaipeda 

 Gotherburg–Gent/Immingham 

 Esbjerg–Immingham 

                                                           

10 Cargo unit types for RoRo (RoPax) vessels are typically: Unaccompanied trailers, accompanied trucks, vehicles, 
Mobile Loading Platforms [MAFIs], Out of Gage [OOG] and dangerous or heavy cargo) 
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 Vlaardingen–Immingham/Felixstowe. 

 

 

Figure 45.  End2end cargo stowage and operations process map. 

 

Based on on-site visits, the observations, process and system maps, and datasets enabled the team 

to make following observations regarding the end- to-end cargo stowage process: 

 Information about cargo units, i.e. weight, position, condition, status etc., is not sufficiently 

available in digital formats and of good quality on a real time basis to allow for optimal 

planning and execution of stowage, loading and discharge processes. At several terminals, 

DFDS consume time and resources searching for trailers on the yard, as cargo units 

sometimes are positioned in wrong slots (for example by truck drivers despite instructions 

given at gate entrance) and as positions of cargo units are not know on the yard or onboard 

vessels on a real-time basis using IOT devices, cameras etc.   

 Work processes for cargo stowage and operations as well as IT tools vary and are not 

standardized across routes and terminals despite a high degree of local standardization. This 

is partly explained by DFDS not being the owner or operator of all terminals. 

 For DFDS terminals, there are disconnects in the data- and workflow across applications used 

in the end2end cargo stowage process (Booking system Phoenix, Terminal operating system 

GTMS, stowage planning and stability calculation software Loadmaster X5TM and voyage 

performance system Sertica), and this causes extra work and inconsistencies in data across 

applications. 

 System integration and data sharing with customers as for example, freight/ haulage 

companies is lacking for DFDS terminals, which potentially impacts possibility for optimizing 

intermodal / road transport and terminal operations jointly as for example estimates of cargo 

arrival times in ports are not produced and shared. 

 IT systems used by staff in terminals or crew onboard vessels does not make use of advanced 

decision support tools and AI models to forecast cargo unit arrival patterns and time and 

simulate or optimize cargo stowage and operations processes. Also, discrete event simulation 

methods can potentially be used to simulate eco-efficiency impact of different terminal and 

vessel designs as well as tactics for cargo operations (for example use of dual cycling, see 

explanation later in the chapter). 
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 Safety is key for current stowage and cargo operations and will remain so in the future, but 

there is likely an untapped potential for achieving eco-efficiency gains when it comes to 

optimizing vessel stowage and cargo operations based on enhanced digital data capture for 

cargo units and advanced decision support. Such tools might enable DFDS to reduce driving 

on the terminal, shorten port stays, reduce ballast water intake etc., which will impact terminal 

tractor and vessel fuel consumption as well as emissions significantly. 

 

 Digital solutions developed and pilot testing 

Based on analysis of current state, the project team drafted an “End2end Cargo Stowage Vision” for 

the year 2025 which depicts how DFDS can operate a more digital, integrated and optimized end-

to-end stowage process in the future (see Figure 8). In order, to achieve the vision, the following set 

of solutions were identified as relevant for implementation: 

 Smart gates, which in addition to existing Optical Character Recognition (OCR) functionality 

can validate cargo unit ID, weight, dimensions, type and condition of cargo units by using for 

example machine vision / camera /LIDAR, weight bridge, AI / Machine Learning technologies 

 Real-time tracking of cargo units at the yard and onboard vessels using either IOT trackers, 

drones and cameras / machine vision technologies and relevant connectivity platforms 

 Systems integration and data sharing across applications in the end-to-end stowage 

process, for example enabled via use of shared data formats, APIs etc. – both internally 

across DFDS functions, but also externally vs DFDS clients 

  “Digital twin” models, particularly discrete event simulation models in not only 2D but also 

3D which can be used by decision makers in order to run simulations of alternative terminal 

and vessel designs and discharge/ loading procedures  

 “Digital twin” models for forecasting of cargo arrival patterns and optimization of stowage 

of cargo units onboard vessels with the purpose of minimizing intake of ballast water, as 

well as supporting daily planning and execution of load and discharge operations aiming at 

improving utilization of terminal tractors and shortening port stays 

 Models to predict expected discharge (ETD) time of cargo units/trailers on the yard upon 

vessel arrival as this information is relevant for a might be of relevance for clients.  

 Development of methods to train and build skills of terminal staff, vessel crew, port and HQ 

office staff in aspects of end2end cargo stowage and eco-efficiency for vessels. 

The 2025 vision for the end2end cargo operations process is illustrated with Figure 46. 
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Figure 46.  Vision 2025 for the end2end stowage process. 

 

The ambition for realizing “Digital twins” for cargo stowage and operations is illustrated in Figure 

47. 

 

Figure 47.  Sketch of future digital twin concept for the end2end cargo stowage process, presented and 

 discussed at a DFDS workshop spring 2019. 
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The project partners subsequently set out to work on all except the first mentioned component 

(smart gate technologies) as part of coming closer to realizing the established 2025 Vision, and the 

specific deliverables made will be summarized in the next sections.  

 

5.4.1 Digital data capture and tracking of cargo units 

Early in the project, researchers explored pros and cons of alternative technologies in the market for 

(GPS) tracking of cargo units. Within container shipping, an increasing amount of containers are 

today equipped with IOT trackers which enable carriers and clients to track (GPS) position and 

condition of cargo units and goods. However, these technologies were in general considered 

expensive, and out of scope for DFDS to invest in, as the company themselves operate a limited pool 

of trailers (app. 6.000 at 2018) compared to how many clients ship with them. Also, standard trackers 

are unable to locate the position of a trailer with respect to deck, lane and section inside a RoRo 

(RoPax) vessel as the hull acts as a steel case disturbing GPS signals. The project team therefore 

searched for other technologies of relevance, and it was decided to explore the potential of machine 

vision / camera technologies in combination with wireless connectivity solutions. As part of the 

project, also using expertise form Taltech’s Embedded AI Lab, a choice was made to aim for a solution 

with the follow functionalities to be developed: 

• Detect and recognize trailer IDs using cameras and Machine Learning 

• Detect trailer location on the ship with respect to deck, lane and section 

• Detect trailer location on the yard (GPS coordinates) 

Explorative studies were conducted at the terminals in Esbjerg, DK and Vlaardingen, NL with the 

purpose of clarifying technical performance of Vision and Machine Learning algorithms, see Figure 

48. 

 

 

Figure 48.  Example on testing / evaluation of two alternative Machine Learning Algorithm detecting trailer 

 logo and trailer IDs. (Esbjerg Port, March 2021). 

 

It was together with Taltech estimated that protype development, test and validation over 3-4 

iterations would require an additional 0,5-1 mill. EUR in investments, and it was therefore decided to 

prioritize further realization to other projects. TalTech has since in partnership with SDU and DFDS 

worked on realizing a prototype solution as part of a new DK funded innovation project RoRoGreen. 
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From ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI was delivered a set of initial specifications as input to design of a 

future prototype solution: 

• Sensor setup consisting of RGB camera, RTK GPS and Bluetooth smart 

• NB-IoT/LTE-Cat M1 wireless comm. 

• 24V vehicle power compatible 

• A Deep Learning hardware accelerator 

• Software processing unit, google coral or similar 

 

A benefit of the planned solution is that investments should be made by the terminal owner / 

operator or shipping company and not the owners / operators of trucks and trailers whom hesitate 

to invest in IOT technology for tracking trailers as they perceive that they don’t achieve any direct 

benefits from a potential optimization of the maritime part of the RoRo trailer transport chain.  

 

5.4.2 Models for forecasting Cargo demand and Arrival patterns 

Researchers and students have as part of their case work, developed and tested performance of a 

set of simple time series models for forecasting cargo demand and arrival times for vessel departures 

(benchmarking of naïve, moving average, weighted moving average, exponential smoothing 

methods etc. has been accomplished). Methods were tested on a dataset consisting of almost 1 year 

of shipment data from the Vlaardingen – Immingham route (annual trends and seasonality effects 

were thus not part of the models developed). Models were tailored down to individual weekdays and 

it was tested if their performance would vary across days as it was discovered that there are visible 

differences in actual volumes shipping and cargo arrival patterns cross weekdays. An overview of 

selected study results is visible in Figure 49. 

 

 

Figure 49.  Overview of Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) for selected time series methods applied to 

 forecast DFDS cargo demand (loadings) for the route of Vlaardingen-Immingham based on 2018 

 data sample. 
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A subsequent study also explored if Machine Learning methods would perform better than classical 

time series methods, but the studies did not reveal a visible performance difference. Coupled to the 

work on forecasting of demand and arrivals of cargo units, a prototype for a user interface of a future 

forecasting tool was developed, which onshore planners potentially could use on a daily basis to plan 

cargo stowage and operations, see Figure 50. 

 

 

Figure 50.  Mock up of user interface for cargo demand forecasting tool  proposed to DFDS as part of 

 project. 

 

5.4.3 Models for optimizing Cargo Stowage and Cargo Operations 

Researchers has as part of the case work, delivered several outputs in the form of prototype models 

to support optimization of cargo stowage and operations. They have delivered two models aiming 

at optimizing stowage of cargo units with the purpose of minimizing intake of ballast water, and the 

models have been  tested via simulation methods for the case of a DFDS RoRo vessel of 4076 lane 

meters sailing on the route Vlaardingen - Immingham.  

The twp modes assume that all cargo booked is available on the yard when stowage planning for 

the vessel starts. The first model is also built on the assumption that cargo units are dry and 

refrigerated trailers of same size but with variation in weights. The model includes weight of ballast 

tanks, but for sake of simplification, weights of fuel and other storage tanks are not included in the 

stability calculations which are checked for when the optimal stowage solution is calculated. In the 

first model IMDG segregation rules are not catered for. However the model demonstrated good 

performance for a sample voyage where a full vessel was loaded, and results showed data driven and 

optimized stowage potentially can deliver 39-58% reduction of ballast water intake (savings of 1333 

– 1990 MTS of ballast water), equivalent to 6.7% fuel savings and GHG emission reductions. Expected 

fuel cost savings are estimated at € 229-338.000 per ship per route annually the results are scalable 

to other voyages. Results of the study have been published in Jia et al. (2020). The second model for 

stowage optimization expands the problem addressed in the first model by adding IMDG 
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segregation rules and safety concerns to be satisfied during calculations, see. Jia and Fagerholt (2021) 

for further insights on the simulation results, where computational performance of the proposed 

models also is assessed. For such models to be applicable in practice, it is critical that processing 

time is short as decision makers in practice are reiterating stowage plans multiple times due to 

uncertainty and time pressure on their outputs. In addition to the two models for cargo stowage 

optimization, researchers have also developed and validated performance of a model to be used for 

optimizing dual cycling of cargo operations, see Figure 51 for illustration of dual cycling methods for 

load and discharge of cargo units for one or two terminal tractor cycles. 

 

 

Figure 51.  Illustration of single vs dual cycling concepts for loading and discharge of cargo units on vessels. 

 Case a) illustrates one terminal tractor move per trailer cycle, and case b) illustrates one terminal 

 tractor move per two trailer cycles. 

 

For the sample vessel studied (same vessel as the other models), the model performs with a 

theoretical potential of reducing number of tractor movements with 71 (total single cycle moves are 

288) across four decks which gives an efficiency gain of 88 minutes for the ferry based on the 

assumption that 4 tractors are available to work on each their deck. The efficiency gain would be 

equal to a 25% saving in fuel consumption and emissions, if the vessel can spend the saved time to 

slow down on the sea leg of it’s voyage. For further introduction to the model and study results see 

Jia et al. (2022), but bear in mind that model performance is theoretical and it should ideally be 

compared to performance of existing cargo operations practices in DFDS terminals where dual 

cycling already is applied based on years of experience among terminal staff with vessels and cargo 

rather than recommendations from mathematical models.  

 

5.4.4 Software for planning Cargo Stowage and Load / Stability Calculations 

As part of the project, Kockum Sonics has developed and piloted a prototype digital solution named 

Deckmaster® which is a tablet-based software application, fostering smarter and faster cargo 

stowage aimed at improving the eco-efficiency of multifaceted cargo operations in RoRo / RoPax 

ports Deckmaster is designed as a supplement integrated with the existing Loadmaster X5® load 

and stability calculation software, see Figure 52, but can simultaneously integrate with any booking 
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or terminal operating system. The application obtains a booking or loading list of shipments for a 

specific voyage. Specific units are then selected from the list and placed on board the vessel in the 

application. Simultaneously, the data is sent to the loading computer, which revert with relevant 

stability parameters such as floating position etc. to the Deckmaster application. The application can 

thus be used to plan a voyage so that loading of a vessel is done according to desired operational 

profile and stability, hull strength concerns etc. The cargo units should ideally be placed onboard in 

a strategic way to level out the vessel and so less ballast water will be needed to acquire the desirable 

trim and heel values. The Deckmaster application is also intended to support planning and execution 

of cargo operations, and thus also decrease the turn-around time spent in harbor. The time saved in 

port can instead be used for reducing the sailing speed and fuel consumption of the ship. Even small 

changes and slightly decreased sailing speed will lead to decreased fuel and energy consumption. 

The application should also support optimizing vessel stability via proper cargo placement, resulting 

in a reduced need of ballast water. An evenly reduced amount of ballast water for a vessel, will lead 

to fuel savings, as well as to reduced risk of transferring aquatic invasive species by transporting 

ballast water from one harbor to another.   

 

 

 

Figure 52.  Interface of the loading computer, showing the placement of cargo units onboard the main deck. 

 

Port operations such as bookings, terminal operations, stowage planning and stability, as well as 

voyage performance are often relying on several different applications, which all might be using 

different data formats. This causes severe disconnects in the data flow, causing extra work and lack 

of real time data input for specific work tasks. By integrating the applications and harmonizing the 

data, it is possible to transfer data automatically between the different applications, and provide real 

time data input and knowledge otherwise not known during the operations. By connecting the 

booking or terminal operating system to the loading / stability calculation software, Figure 53, one 
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can use the known characteristics of a vessel, such as floating position, amount of ballast water and 

tank locations while loading. When commencing the loading of a vessel, only approximately 50% of 

the cargo units are present in the terminal, and the rest will arrive while loading is underway. By 

combining the knowledge of which units that are ready to be loaded and how it affects the floating 

position of the vessel during the loading operation, the operation can be planned in a way that there 

is a continuous flow of cargo units entering the vessel. At the same time, a stable scenario with a 

minimum use of ballast water transfers is more likely to come true. Using the Deckmaster application 

will also increase the awareness of the crew, since they can follow the live loading and stabilizing of 

the ship, and even receive a precise overview of hazardous cargo, all this leading to reduced errors 

in cargo handling onboard. The integration of applications and increased awareness of the crew will 

thus lead to more optimized cargo operations and enhanced eco-efficiency of the whole port. During 

the project, Deckmaster has been demonstrated and piloted in cooperation with DFDS, combining 

Deckmaster with their existing systems and data applications. It is long term planned that both 

Loadmaster and Deckmaster will make use of the forecasting and optimization model outputs 

delivered by the researchers when models are progressed further and perform better, which is likely 

to materialize as part of new project initiatives, as for example the RoRoGreen project.  

 

Figure 53.  Deckmaster tablet application connects the ship booking or terminal operating system with the 

 loading computer. 

 

5.4.5 Methods for Discrete Event Simulation of Cargo Operations in 2D / 3D 

At the start of the project, in 2018, Chalmers University of Technology did several trial 3D scannings 

of a deck on the DFDS vessel Ficaria Seaways as well as cargo units, see Figure 54 or this video link11. 

 

                                                           

11 https://www.facebook.com/DFDSGroup/videos/2232013627087532/  

https://www.facebook.com/DFDSGroup/videos/2232013627087532/
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Figure 54.  Except of the full 3D digital model of main deck of Ficaria Seaways. 

 

The work on 3D scannings was initially used in an effort aimed at investigating potential of simulation 

for gamification, but was continued in 2021 taken over by the company Visinator (a spin off from 

Chalmers University), see Figure 55. In 2021 a series of scannings were done all decks of RoRo ferry 

as well as terminal tractors and multiple cargo units. As a follow up, Visinator also piloted and tested 

data processing stages for creating simulation ready 3D models of the scanned objects. The scanned 

models can potentially enable using not only 2D but also 3D visualization and discrete even 

simulation technologies in the future for the DFDS ferries.  

 

 

Figure 55.  Example of vessel deck digitalized using 3D Scanning. 

 

As part of the project, USN, has also worked on developing and testing discrete event simulation 

models and software for cargo operations of RoRo vessels. USN developed a set of 2D discreate 

event simulation models, as the main priority was to run models with a realistic logic, and produce 

simulation results for alternative terminal and vessel layouts and planning methods, see Figure 56 

for a visual model example. For DFDS, the long term ambition is to work with 3D models of assets 

and cargo operations, as illustrated in Figure 57. 
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Figure 56.  Screenshot from Simulation tool Enterprise dynamics applied to simulate cargo operations for a 

 DFDS vessel calling the terminal in Vlaardingen, NL. 

 

 

Figure 57.  3D model of cargo operations for a Jinling DFDS vessel calling the terminal in Vlaardingen, NL. 
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5.4.6 Estimating Discharge Time of Cargo Units 

Researchers together with DFDS staff built and tested a regression-based model able to predict 

expected discharge (ETD) time of cargo units / trailers upon vessel arrival. The model is based on 

source data including loading time sequence and time stamps of cargo units from previous port of 

departure and currently performs with 67% accuracy using a metric +- 60 mins. Impact of this model 

was expected to be better customer service and improved efficiency for haulage / trucking 

companies typically wasting time waiting for their cargo to arrive, see Jia et al. (2019) for further 

introduction to results. Models for predicting discharge time of cargo units are likely to improve 

performance significantly in the future, if positions of cargo units onboard vessels are known at vessel 

departure based on for example vision and tracking solutions. 

 

5.4.7 Eco-Efficient RoRo Shipping via Simulation Based Training 

As part of the project, researchers at SDU has develop and tested a Simulation Based Training tool 

which has the purpose to bring a team of students or industry professionals together for a day and 

via the game and an engaging learning experience, convey them an understanding of first how to 

conduct key logistical work processes within RoRo Shipping and secondly how daily commercial and 

operational decisions can impact the eco-efficiency / sustainability of RoRo shipping with respect to 

efficiency, profitability, fuel consumption and -GHG emissions of vessels and mobile equipment in 

ports. A separate report has been developed that explain the tabletop game and its design, materials, 

software and learning objectives (Hinge et al., 2022). The business simulation has been tested in 

collaboration with the shipping company DFDS, but it is not limited to specific business and 

operational challenges of their company, and the game has been designed to be relevant for mostly 

European RoRo (and RoPax) shipping companies. The game is available in a first prototype version, 

and it will likely come in new versions in the future as it will be disseminated to and applied at training 

workshops in the industry or at maritime universities and colleges.  

 

 Implementation, Pilot testing and Skill building 

Due to the COVID19 pandemic with restrictions from spring 2020 – autumn 2021, actual 

implementation and testing of the digital solutions and new work processes was slowed down for 

the terminals and vessels compared to original plans. A key reason for this, was that it for a long 

period of time was impossible for project participants to get access to both terminals and ships and 

that managers, staff and onboard crew was struggling with other urgent priorities and concerns.  

At project closure autumn 2021, the team had managed to complete most of the deliverables 

mentioned above, and those solutions which could not be validated via on site pilots and 

demonstrations for one or more reasons, were validated via simulations and other trials. Most of the 

presented digital components of the vision 2025 for digital and optimized cargo stowage, were at 

project closure still not sufficiency progressed to be running as production ready software 

components and embedded into daily work practices. Several of the project partners have thus 

engaged into new projects and initiatives to continue development and implementation efforts. An 

example of such initiatives is the RoRogreen project which includes several of the partners from the 

ECOPRODIG / EXOPRODIGI project. It should be emphasized that ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI 

analysis work and solution design and testing activities have been accomplished in close 
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collaboration with DFDS stakeholders from HQ, ports and ships since project start. This was done to 

improve quality of the work as well as to get commitment to possible future implementation of the 

solutions. Also, as part of this industry case, a specific innovative training tool / business simulation 

has been developed to build awareness and skills for digital and optimized cargo stowage within the 

RoRo (RoPax) shipping industry. 

 

 Handover of solutions and next steps 

During 2020 and 2021, the SDU team has gradually handed over developed solution proposals to 

relevant internal stakeholders in DFDS as well as to several of the external vendors. Also as mentioned 

above, several of the solution components are being progressed further as part of new research and 

innovation initiatives. 

 

 Evaluation of Eco-Efficiency Results and ROI 

Digitalizing data sources, integrating different applications, and moving in the direction of 

implementing digital twins including simulation/ optimization models will allow terminal planners 

and vessel cargo officers to plan and execute end-to-end stowage operations more efficiently. 

Efficiencies might be gained in the form of improved utilization of assets (including for example tugs, 

crew, and yard space) as well as less driving of terminal tractors and cargo units in terminals, but also 

visible shortening of port stays enabling DFDS to sail slower and save fuel on the sea leg for the 

ferries and thereby GHG emissions. Researchers have done studies indicating a potential for reducing 

fuel consumption and emissions from 3-10% across sample routes and ferries by sailing slower on 

the sea leg. For example, for the Copenhagen–Oslo route, shortening the port stay by only 15-30 

minutes might allow the equivalent of up to 5% of fuel savings per voyage. Such benefits are in line 

with the stretch targets which were set out for this industry and technology case at the start of the 

project. However even without all the developed digital technology components being ready for 

implementation, DFDS can likely today make improvements of daily practices of cargo stowage and 

operations, eventually delivering some of the envision gains in Eco-efficiency with existing 

technologies.  

 

At project closure, the project did not produce an estimate of investments required for completing 

development and implementation individual and full set of digital technologies proposed. It is 

therefore not been possible to assess ROI of individual technology components as well as them all 

in combination. It should be expected that the individual digital technologies will vary significantly 

with respect to investments required for development and implementation as well as annual costs 

for operating and maintain and servicing them. Also, the individual technologies are likely to differ 

much in their ease of implementation and impact on eco-efficiency of cargo stowage and operations. 

The new RoRoGreen project is expected to provide more accurate estimates of ROI and eco-

efficiency potential of the digital technologies being presented in this chapter as these will come 

closer to realization. However, we are already at this stage convinced that many of them, will have a 

pay back time of 1-3 years when fully implemented and integrated in to optimized work processes.    
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6 Cross Case Analysis and implications 

Further analysis of the 3 industry and technology cases with respect to similarities and differences as 

well as activities, outcomes and lessons learned, highlight several cross case observations and 

learnings related to the topic of maritime operations, processes, digitalization and eco-efficiency, 

which are summarized in this chapter. 

 

 Significant Eco-efficiency potential across the 3 cases 

Across the cases, we can conclude, that there is an untapped potential of likely 3-20% for reduction 

of fuel consumption and CHG emissions for a given vessel via implementing digital tools for vessel 

performance monitoring, engine condition monitoring / fault detection and / or stowage and cargo 

operations. It is common for alle 3 cases, that studied vessels (as well as mobile equipment in ports) 

have been propelled by combustion engines using fossil fuels (MGO, LFO, HFO etc.), and expected 

GHG emission reduction potential is thus equal to the indicated fuel consumption and cost saving 

potential.  

The eco-efficiency improvement potential of the cases differs for multiple reasons, some of them 

being the age of assets, but also the initial maturity of digital technologies and work processes of 

shipping companies and terminals seem to play a role. As an example, at project start the case 

company Lauritzen was working with a state-of-art Noon report based digital performance 

monitoring solution for all vessels in the fleet, and was in progress with respect to implementing a 

complementary autolog based system and applications from which the company already had made 

significant gains in eco-efficiency. Focus of the case therefore became development and 

implementation of improved models for hull and propeller performance, crew feedback modules and 

engine condition monitoring / fault detection tools – the latter enabling optimized maintenance and 

spare part logistics in the long term. The situation is in contrast to the Island Ferry case, where vessels 

were +15 years of age, lacked basic sensor and IOT devices for logging operational parameters and 

had a low level of digitalization. That case therefore focused on development and implementation 

of an end2end vessel performance monitoring solution for each of the 3 ferries, and the solution had 

a significant eco-efficiency improvement potential estimated at up to 20% which compared to 

current baseline performance.     

 

 Prioritize digital technologies with biggest Eco-efficiency impact and lowest risk 

It is difficult to benchmark the three technologies with respect to their eco-efficiency or ROI potential 

for the industry and generalize any findings. For a specific shipping company, the potential will always 

depend on a number of factors, for example shipping segment and current setup with vessel 

schedules, navigated routes, vessel size and design, propulsion technology, level of digitalization and 

optimal work processes etc. However, across the three cases, we still have the courage to conclude, 

that some digital technologies and operational practices are easier, low cost and less risky to 

(develop and) implement and likely deliver a quicker ROI and GHG emission reduction than 

others. This appears to be the case for a) digital technologies for vessel performance monitoring 

as well as b) digital for technologies for, integrated and optimized cargo stowage and 
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operations - compared to c) digital technologies for equipment condition monitoring / fault 

detection and related work practices.  

The explanation for this is that digital technologies for vessel performance monitoring are relevant 

for all shipping segments and a direct enabler of optimized operational practices, particularly 

reducing speed of vessels on the route / voyage via for example schedule adjustments, speed 

adjustments depending on water depth, changed sailing routes and maneuvering procedures etc. As 

documented for the Island Ferry case, change of operational practices can provide up to 20% 

reductions of vessel fuel consumption, fuel costs and GHG emissions. There are today multiple 

vendors of digital solutions for vessel performance monitoring software offering their services to 

shipping companies, so though sensors, cloud solutions, connectivity, systems, AI models etc. are 

still evolving, the main technology components, have matured sufficiently and are considered less 

risky to invest in with likelihood of attractive pay back. At the same time schedule changes, speed 

adjustments, changed routings of vessels etc. do not require additional investments to be made by 

shipping companies, except training and skill building of crew and annual service costs for the 

solutions running to support continuous analysis and recommendations. There are also added 

benefits of implementing these solutions, as the data foundation and AI models developed in many 

of the applications available today, can support other purposes, as for example engine (SFOC) and 

boiler performance monitoring, hull and propeller performance monitoring, optimization of 

cleanings, hull paint and retrofitting decisions and even setting specifications for new building 

projects as well as MRV, DCS, CII index calculations and other types of environmental reporting 

required by maritime authorities and regulators today. The latter mentioned aspects are getting 

increasingly important, not at least for shipping companies with larger fleets of merchant vessels.  

Digital technologies for engine condition monitoring / fault detection and work processes for 

optimized maintenance and spare part logistics are more relevant for ocean going vessels than 

vessels sailing in coastal zones, but also independently of this, seem to have a business case which 

is less attractive with respect to eco-efficiency and ROI, i.e. fuel, cost and GHG emission savings. The 

improvement potential for that technology alone, is perhaps a 1-3% savings in operational expenses 

for a vessel, and would be achieved via improved SFOC performance, less engine downtime, reduced 

repair hours and spare part costs as well as added safety benefits. However, though there are many 

vendors offering vibration or acoustic sensors and AI based equipment condition monitoring 

solutions to multiple industries, these applications struggle to find application in the maritime 

industry for numerous reasons. Sensors and algorithms are for example unlikely to apply and perform 

optimally on critical engine components as cylinder liners, pistons, piston rings, exhaust valves and 

injection valves. They might even not perform ideally for critical rotary or electrical parts (shafts, 

bearings, electromotors etc.) due to operating conditions of vessel with constant vibrations, noise 

etc. There has so far not been demonstrated many end2end solutions, inclusive IOT equipment and 

AI algorithms, making an attractive business case and ROI for the maritime industry compared to 

required investments. It is from the Lauriten case, visible that data loggers, cloud solutions, AI scripts, 

user interfaces as well as optimized work processes for condition monitoring, predictive maintenance 

and spare part logistics require further work and longer realization time for a shipping company. The 

performance of such an end2end solution, require that multiple data sources are available both as 

historical datasets, but also on a real-time basis, and data must be of very good quality. For example, 

AI models for fault detection and wear prediction of engine components, should ideally be based on 

data as engine sensor including real time values for Pmax, Pcomp etc. in combination with 
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maintenance job record and spare part data, inspection report data from scrape down analysis of 

cylinder oil, liner condition report data, piston ring measurement data etc. The models for fault 

detection and wear prediction models might not perform well before such an operational and 

technical data foundation is in place, which will not be the case for many (especially older) vessels in 

shipping companies today. In addition, work procedures around optimized maintenance planning 

and spare part logistics as well as enabling AI models and IT solutions for these tasks, are to be 

developed, implemented and validated over several thousands of engine running hours (lifetime of 

engine components can be long). For not only Lauritzen (now BW Epic Kosan), but also other 

shipping companies, it can thus easily take at least 1-2 years more of work before robust solutions 

and optimized work processes can be present to the industry, and being one of the first movers with 

promising technology is tempting, but also risky with likelihood of failure and poor ROI.  

When it comes to digital technologies for integrated and optimized cargo stowage and operations, 

the situation is positive. Several RoRo / RoPax companies and not only DFDS today appear to be 

progressing realization of some of the proposed technology components and work practices in 

collaboration with vendors. The digital solutions in scope are mainly relevant for RoRo and RoPax 

shipping segments, and they are likely more attractive for larger than smaller vessels and ports. 

Though significant investments and resources as mentioned are required for further development 

and implementation efforts, the business case is fundamentally very attractive with a potential of 5-

20% gains in terminal productivity and estimated 3-10% savings in vessel fuel consumption, fuel 

costs and GHG emissions to be achieved. As mentioned in the case, targeted savings can for some 

routes be achieved by reducing the port stay with 30 min and slowing the vessel speed on the sea 

leg down with ½-2 knots. The risk for this investment, is that several technology components still are 

not mature, and that some might be relevant relatively far out in the future (for example virtual reality 

features), which makes ROI and GHG emission benefits more uncertain. In addition, the potential of 

the technologies to be integrated with and function as part of improved work procedures, is currently 

not validated. Terminals and ports in Europe are increasingly equipped with smart gates and cameras 

to identify ID, category, condition, dimensions, position etc. of trucks, cargo units and vehicles. It is 

likely that similar vision technologies will be applied to the yard and onboard the vessels in the 

coming years in line with efforts of the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project, as road trailers so far not 

are being equipped with IOT trackers similar to ISO containers. Few vendors today offer vision 

solutions using drones, vehicles etc. on terminals to address some, but not all of the eco-efficiency 

challenges identified. AI models and methods for forecasting of cargo demand, arrival patterns and 

optimizing cargo stowage and cargo operations, are so far not applied in the industry and require 

further development and validation. Models must be upgraded to work based on realistic 

assumptions and data sets, and with improved processing power leading to reduced computational 

time, so they become more robust with respect to practical performance. First then, can such models 

be integrated into stowage / loading computer and terminal operating system software used in daily 

work practices. Finally, 2D / 3D simulation models need further refinement, and should be applied 

for specific challenges to be applied as tools for strategic and tactical decision making in the 

terminals, and eventually a dedicated effort is required regarding training and skill building of 

relevant managers, staff and crew in HQ, ports and onboard vessels, for the future tools to be applied 

successfully as part of daily operations.      

It should be mentioned that with respect to eco-efficiency impact, there is some overlap across the 

three main digital technology groups being worked on for the project. For example, both for the 
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case of digital vessel performance monitoring and digital, integrated and optimized cargo stowage, 

significant benefits are considered to be achieved from operating vessels slower on the sea leg, due 

to reduced time in ports. A RoRo (RoPax) shipping company planning to implement both set of 

technologies and optimized work practices for both ports and vessels, cannot expect to achieve the 

sum of targeted benefits for each of the initiatives, but should expect slightly less than that. 

 

 End2end data value chain focus required to know the ROI and succeed with efforts 

The research and innovation work done for the 3 cases, has made it visible that digitalization efforts 

require all aspects of the data value chain, presented in chapter 2 as part of the ECOPRODIGI 

digitalization framework, to be catered for, if to succeed and achieve targeted economic and GHG 

emission benefits. As demonstrated in the cases, most digitalization projects cover steps as data 

capture, connectivity, data storage, cleansing and analysis of data, modelling and visualizations of 

results, integration with other applications, development of user face and integration into work 

processes. If one step in the data value chain is not in order, the whole initiative and end2end impact 

might not materialize at all or to a smaller degree. The 3 cases also illustrate that this a key reason 

for why digitalization projects often take longer time and become more complex than expected, 

when executed in practice. Also, this partly explains why all digitalization projects has an inherent 

risk of not meeting expected benefits, ROI and emission reduction targets. Each of the data value 

chain steps require specific expertise to address problems at hand. Unless an extraordinary 

competent data engineer / full stack developer can be identified to work on the project, a 

digitalization team should preferably be established consisting of resources with complementary 

fields of expertise (sensors and IO, electrical engineering, connectivity, cloud computing, databases, 

AI, user interfaces etc.). The team can then work closely together on solution development, 

implementation, testing, integration into operations etc. Creating a competent team of experienced 

industry professionals combined with digitalization experts from different fields of expertise, at an 

early stage of a project, as well as maintaining them until the end, is key to success for digitalization 

projects in practice.    

 

 Industry digital Standards can improve ROI and eco-efficiency impact of digitalization 
projects significantly 

It has for all 3 industry cases, been experienced, that lack of industry standards when it comes to 

physical assets and / or digital equipment in use, has added to the complexity, costs and lead time 

of the digitalization projects. In the island ferry case, the 3 ferries were equipped with different 

engines and equipment onboard, including a variety of engine control and alarm systems, bridge 

systems, fuel flow meters etc. The project partners ended up developing bespoke electronics and 

scripts to be able to log data for each ferry, also researching and using a variety of standards for 

industrial control and messaging (P-net, Modbus RS485, NMEA 0183 and 2000 standards etc.). This 

became the situation, despite the attempt to install an identical industrial Raspberry PI 3+ or Siemens 

data logger onboard the ferries. As different data sources and -sets were logged for each ferry, it 

was also necessary to setup cloud data storage and databases as well as reconfiguring the SDU 

performance monitoring platform to match the needs of individual ferries. The extra work done, has 

added significantly to costs of the project and delayed realization and testing of the digital solutions. 
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A rough estimate is that time and cost of work done so far could have been at least 25% less and 

lead time equivalent shorter for deliveries, if common maritime technology standards, including 

standards for automation and information / data exchange, had existed. For the Lauritzen case, work 

was done on 9 vessels with similar engines onboard, which made it much more cost and time efficient 

to develop, install and test solutions compared to the Island ferries. For the DFDS case, the project 

has had the benefit of DFDS owning and operating multiple large terminals and vessels, and there 

has been some internal standardization when it comes to digital technology for gates, yards, terminal 

tractors, ships, terminal operations systems, software etc. However, their route network also consists 

of chartered vessels as well as terminals operated by local stevedoring and logistics companies, which 

again can pose challenges and impact cost-efficient scalability and realization of proposed 

technologies of the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIG project. In addition, a major challenge of the DFDS 

project, has been lack of an industry standard for RoRo trailer IDs similar to what exists for ISO 

containers. Trailer IDs today exist in 100+ code systems, colors, directions etc. based on preferences 

of individual trailer owners / operators. The lack of a standard for road trailer IDs causes future 

vendors of vision based tracking solutions, additional 1000+ hours of work coupled to image capture 

and storage as well as training of AI algorithms for detecting and recognizing trailers compared to if 

an industry standard had existed.  

 

 People and Organizational aspects are critical for long term implementation results 

Most of the work effort done by the project partners for the 3 industry cases, was focused on 

engineering tasks coupled to development and testing of digital technologies. The project team has 

however for all 3 cases from the outset, prioritized and accomplished analysis, solution development 

and testing task in close collaboration with key stakeholders of shipping companies. It was chosen 

to do so first to do quality work and deliver results with requested technical performance for the 

project, but secondly also to create a socio-political foundation, that is willingness and commitment 

to implementation and use of piloted solutions in practice. Automated digital data capture and 

advanced decision support tools can in a cost-efficient manner deliver powerful model driven 

recommendations for how to optimize vessel or cargo operations in a company. But as input data 

and AI models always will represent a simplification of operational reality, and as managers, staff and 

crew are to deal with additional information sources and complexity when to make decisions on 

actions going forward, the human aspect must not be ignored. People, and not technologies are 

ultimately accountable (and therefore rewarded or punished) for daily work and decisions to be 

made, and it is critical that key stakeholders are positive and find tools relevant and useful to apply 

as part of their daily work procedures for eco-efficiency benefits to be reaped from investments in 

digital technologies. It is long term also critical that external stakeholders, for example suppliers and 

customers, commit to any new energy efficient operational and business practices being brought 

forward for a shipping company if to succeed. If shipping companies for example set tighter 

deadlines for gate in of trailers, change schedules so transit times become longer, in an attempt to 

achieve eco-efficiencies, they should make sure that customers understand the changes and see 

benefits for themselves, so they continue to purchase and pay (either directly or indirectly via taxes) 

for the offered transportation service. Unfortunately, this project did not for any of the cases, 

progress so far that such implementation stage dilemmas were to be dealt before project closure. 

However some of the proposed changes to operational practices might cause situations where 

external stakeholders have to be engaged and communicated with as part of future implementation 
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efforts, similar to what lately has been reported for the Island Ferry case (Fyns Amts Avis, 2021). 

Digitalization efforts should never under estimate the need for emphasis on people, their potential 

concerns and mindsets, aspects of work organization and enabling / obstructing incentives (as 

inappropriate metrics, salary (bonuses), promotional schemes etc.) from start to end of a project. 

 

 Strategy, partnerships, agile project change management are enablers of successful 
digitalization projects  

Finally, the 3 industry cases, also highlight the role of other enabling factors for success with 

digitalization projects in the maritime industry. It is important for companies to ensure that there is 

alignment of initiatives and projects with strategic objectives and plans for the shipping company, 

which was the case for all 3 companies in the ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project. It is also critical to 

address the many complex business and technical challenges which are faced in a project in close 

collaboration with relevant partners, that can for example be technology vendors, experts, 

classification companies etc., but also a broader set of industry association, university, authority 

partners It is likewise important that digitalization projects are managed and executed professionally 

with a skilled and experienced project manager leading the project familiar with use of agile project 

management methods and abilities to make the project deliver expected outputs best possible with 

the available human, technological and financial resources available. The project manager must be 

able to deal with both complex technical as well as stakeholder management issues and demonstrate 

and act with an innovation mindset.   
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7 Conclusion and Future Research 

Based on the presented industry case results for 3 Danish Shipping companies and the observations 

and learnings generated across the cases, the project partners and authors, can conclude that the 

ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI project via research studies and innovation work, has demonstrated that 

digital technologies can have a significant potential for delivering eco-efficiency benefits to the 

maritime industry.  

The project has demonstrated that digitalization projects in most situations, require a significant 

investment in money and time, and that the implementation journey often is more complicated and 

longer than expected - however efforts are also likely to pay pack to the companies and society in a 

relatively short time, in many cases in 1-3 years. Eventually the pay back and ROI, whether calculated 

in monetary or GHG emission values, will depend on a range of factors coupled to the individual 

ship, fleet, terminal etc. Factors as age, size, design, propulsion technology and fuel of the assets 

combined with level of digital maturity for key processes and organizational readiness have been 

mentioned in chapter 7 - and should always be judged on an individual basis when investments are 

to be made. However, as the business case and ROI typically is attractive, and as benefits eventually 

are derived from changed and optimized operational practices at vessels or ports, they are relatively 

easy and cheap to sustain in the long term as they mainly require running, maintenance and service 

cost for established solutions and subsequent analytical services. 

The maritime industry is as mentioned in chapter 1, facing upcoming EU and IMO regulatory 

requirements for efficiency, emissions, environment and safety. Pressures for change will force 

shipping companies and ports to adopt new renewable energy sources, automated and digital vessel 

and port technologies, innovate organizational work practices, business models in the coming years 

and decades. Efforts are to be done to make the maritime industry more efficient and sustainable, 

thereby adding value to its suppliers and customers without harming it’s workforce, the planet and 

citizens in Europe. A key enabler of the expected green transition will be adoption of new renewable 

fuels either in the form of electrification / batteries of ships and / or green hydrogen / methanol / 

ammonia or biofuels, however the transition process will take time, likely a couple of decades for the 

whole industry to come through. Digitalization of processes is relevant in the long term, but also has 

the added benefit of making an impact in the short term. Our work and case studies have shown that 

it is possible for ship owners / operators and ports to realize 3-20% reductions of fuel consumption, 

fuel costs and GHG emissions before 2025 by implementing digital solutions for vessel performance 

monitoring and condition monitoring / fault detection of engines at ships as well as cargo stowage 

and operations in terminals, followed up by subsequent optimization of current work practices. We 

therefore recommend that the industry backed up by authorities and associations, perhaps also 

policy makers, take a lead in developing and promoting standards for physical assets and digital 

information exchange, this will improve ROI of many ongoing and future digitalization projects. Also 

we propose that the industry speeds up the adoption and implementation of relevant digital 

solutions while avoiding the pitfall of jumping uncritically on to existing or upcoming hyped 

technologies.  

The 3 case studies have highlighted a number of key elements in succeeding with adoption of digital 

technologies, which are summarized below:   
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 Alignment between strategic objectives of the business and digitalization projects 

 Use of a suitable methodological framework (like the ECOPRODIGI method for digitalization 

used here) for planning and executing improvement projects  

 Agile project management and a step-by step and step-by-step implementation approach to 

learn from results on the journey 

 Cross disciplinary team of people with relevant (practical) engineering and data science skills 

combined with industry professionals close to daily operations 

 Long term partnerships and service agreements with key technology vendors and experts 

 Emphasis on not only technology development and implementation, but also process 

redesign and work organization 

 Performance metrics and incentives in place to drive appropriate behavior in the long term   

 Change management, training and skill building of managers and staff 

We know that the technologies being piloted in ECOPRODIGI / EXOPRODIGI already are being 

implemented at multiple shipping companies and ports in the EU and Baltic Sea Region. We also 

urge the industry to increase their uptake in the future. We hope that the results disseminated, as 

well as this report, can contribute to further awareness and understanding among industry 

professionals and decision makers, of how to realize an Eco-efficient maritime industry via 

digitalization of processes. Our ambitions is that EU and the Baltic Sea Region should be on the 

forefront of creating a maritime industry which eventually can bring both economic growth, health 

and attractive living conditions to the planet, citizens of Europe, and eventually the whole world. 

Taking such a leadership position, will also enable a stronger competitive positioning of EU and Baltic 

Sea ship owners / operators, ports and technology vendors, in the global maritime marketplace 

hopefully in partnership with businesses of other nations. 

With respect to continuation of research and innovation efforts, it is worth mentioning that at the 

time of completion of this report, several partners are positively engaged in subsequent efforts to 

progress realization of several of the technologies and optimized work practices further. As 

mentioned, two concrete examples of such work is found within two ongoing DK Funded innovation 

projects which are Shippinglab Work Package 1-2 and 1-3 (Shippinglab, 2022) and RoRoGreen 

(RoRoGreen, 2022) including both DK and relevant EU partners. 

For further information and comments to the report, please contact the corresponding author using 

the information presented at the front page. 
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Appendix A: Data loggers for Lauritzen and Island Ferry vessels – BOM, 
Instructions and Costs 

The data logger is displayed mounted in a cabinet in the picture below.  

 

Bill of Materials 

The data logger consists of the following hardware components (prices are based on 2019 data): 

Component Price Estimate (EUR) 

excl. VAT and 

shipping 

Price Estimate (EUR) 

excl. VAT and incl. 

shipping 

Strato Pi UPS server 220 240 

Rechargeable Battery 12V 1.2Ah 15 25 

Power Supply MEAN WELL HDR-30-24 20 30 

Industrial SD-card 32GB, micro? 20 30 

Cable (speaker cable), stranded - 20 AWG - 2 meter 

(less is required) 

5 10 

Battery Holder for 12V 1.2Ah (Ange 3D print 

version) 

20 25 

M3 screws and bolts, 6 pieces (purchased as large 

lot) 

5 10 

Ferrules (crimper is required for mounting) for AWG 

20-22 cables (0,5 mm2) (purchased as large lot) 

5 10 

Black cable for 230V (for office installation) 2 10 

Din Rail (30-50 cm) 8 15 

End plate for Din Rail track (2 pieces) 2 10 

Cabinet in metal with key 100 125 

Plastic casing for cables 10 20 

Total costs  432 560 
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Several of the individual components are shown and described further below. For further 

information about design and assembly instructions contact: 

 Kim Hansen – Ange Analytics: kim@ange.dk  

 Niels Gorm Maly Rytter – SDU: ngry@iti.sdu.dk 

Strato Pi 3B+ computer with Universal Power Supply 

 

Features according to website: 

 9-28Vdc power supply, with surge and reverse polarity protection 

 real time clock with on-board lithium back-up battery 

 on-board buzzer, connected to an I/O pin of the Raspberry Pi board, for acoustic feedback 

 standard RS-232 and RS-485 interfaces to the Raspberry Pi serial line, with opto-isolator 

and electrostatic discharge protection 

 power supply and serial connections on a screw terminal block 

 on-board LEDs for power supply and serial line activity 

 hardware watchdog implemented in the Strato Pi board, fully independent from the 

Raspberry Pi, controlled via the I/O pins of the Raspberry Pi board 

 integrated uninterruptible power supply, using external lead-acid 12V battery 

 1.1A resettable fuse on battery input 

 auxiliary power supply output voltage, to power external devices with the Strato Pi UPS 

 simple UPS status and control via the I/O pins of the Raspberry Pi board 

 on-board LED for battery operations status 

RS PRO Rechargeable lead-acid battery, 12V, AGM Type, 1.2Ah (RS Components) 

 

mailto:kim@ange.dk
mailto:ngry@iti.sdu.dk
https://www.sferalabs.cc/wp-content/uploads/strato-pi-server-front-white.png
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Power Supply MEAN WELL HDR-30-24 (RS Components) 

 

SD-card 32GB, micro (RS Components)  

 

Cable / Wire (speaker cable), stranded 20 AWG, 0,5190m2  

Similar to this cable: https://blastkingusa.com/products/20-awg-2-conductor-speaker-cable-1000-

ft-r2x20b-1000  

 

3D printed battery holder (Ange Analytics own design) 

 

 

 

  

https://blastkingusa.com/products/20-awg-2-conductor-speaker-cable-1000-ft-r2x20b-1000
https://blastkingusa.com/products/20-awg-2-conductor-speaker-cable-1000-ft-r2x20b-1000
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Din Rail 

For the DIN Rail, this link can be used:  SODIAL(R) 35mm Width S lotted Design Aluminum DIN Rail 

250mm Silver  

 

End Plate for Din Track Rail - Digikey (2 pieces) 

 

Screws, Nuts and Bolts 

Maskinskruer med låsemøtrik M3 - 12 cm – se nedenfor: 
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Ferrules, crimpterminals and crimping tool  

Check e.g. https://dk.rs-online.com/web/p/crimp-spadesko-i-sortimenter/4415535/  

 

Power Cable (optional, depend on installation) 

Black Cable / Sort kabel - 2x0.75mm2 med Flad 230V Stik – 4 Meter (Disco Support) 

 

Cabinet 

 

Assembly Instructions (contact Ange Analytics / SDU for further information) 

 


